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A mother's three holidays.—The inter
esting Cora, in the tragedy of Pizzaro, thus
describes the three holidays,“ allowed by
nature’s sanction to a fond mother’s heart
“ When the white blossoms o‘f his teeth
appear breaking through the crimson buds
that encase them, that is a day of joy.
Next, when from his father’s arms he runs
without support, and clings laughing and de
lighted to his mother’s knees, that is the
mother’s heart’s next holiday ; and sweeter
still the third, whene’er his little stammering
tongue, shall utter the grateful sound of
Father, Mother. O, that is the dear-

Land Speculations.—The speculations in
eastern lands are carried on this season more
actively than ever before. That some who
enter into these speculations without the
knowledge necessary for the undertaking, will
get scalded, there is no doubt, but the opin
ion seems to be that the best lands are yet
selling below their actual value. In an arti
cle on this subject a writer in the Boston Ga
zette holds the following language.

No. 10.

ing the city of Albany with lumber from
Mowing Machine.have seen at the
Bangor, cheaper than by our canals.
shop of Mr. Johnson, in Cherry street, a
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
mowing machine, which we are told is the
Foreign influence and Van Buren's Biogra first of the kind built in this country. The
JAMES K. REMICH.
Office on the Main-Street,-opposite t'lieMeeting- House.
phy.--^ Foreigners,” says a modern historio;/, cutting operation is performed by circular
“ were permitted to reside in Athens, but ex knives fastened upon the periphery of a hor
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
cluded from having any share in the govern izontal wheel fiye feet in diameter. This
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
ment ; and alaw was passed making it capital wheel is suspended upon a perpendicular iron
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No
for them to intrude into the assemblies of the shaft, which hangs upon a lever, by which
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
the knives are raised or lowered at the pleas
people''
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
We know not that it would be on any ac ure of the driver, to suit any unevenness in
Nor is there any question that the lands
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
which contain a heavy growth of timber and count desirable to visit foreign intrusion with the ground. The motion is given by geer
“charged for its insertion,
good streams are worth all that has been giv- i so severe a punishment—but it is to us a ing, connected with the wheels, on which the
en for them. This is a fact demonstrable to matter of great surprise that native citizens whole machine rests. The machine will
MISCELL AN EOUSevery one. But unless the timber is there— sit down patiently under the insolent and weigh a ton, and is moved by two horses.
ay, there’s the rub 1 I heard Mr Coffin, our contemptuous interference of foreigners in Upon the horizontal wheel, and just within
^atTvici^
land agent, say, last evening—and no one is our elections. The Irish vote governs all the the edge of the knives is a tub of light wood$
A young lady, at eighteen, often needs a
better accquainted with the condition of the elections in New York. The German vote which has the effect of carrying the mown
The violation of female chastity is a sin of
warning voice to point out lhe quicksands
Eastern lands than he—that he kn'ew of some is almost equally potent in Pennsylvania. grass into a swath. We see not but the thing
over which she is speeding her thoughtless awful magnitude. It is found registered in townships which had been recently sold for And these two classes are perpetually ap will work well on smooth land, but where
“career. I hear you are beautiful and have the decalogue with all the prominence that $4 per acre, which were not intrinsically pealed to—not as citizens of the United there are rocks of much unevenness it cannoti
States—but as Irishmen and as Germans— It is said to be capable of mowing ten acres a
many admirers. I am sorry for it. A young could be given to it. It utterly subverts the worth twenty-five cents.
day, and certainly, for the mower, it is much
From an article on the same subject in the having interests of their own, distinct from
woman whose conduct is marked with foundation of human society ; by a single
those of native citizens. There has just been easier to ride on this machine, than to swing
stroke
it
severs
every
tie
of
the
social
com

strict honor and principle, cannot have
Albany Evening Journal, we extract the fol
was
published in this city—we are informed—<a. a common scythe.
. . The , machine
, ,
, inmany, admirers.
There is nothing that pact. It destroys the paradise of earthly lowing, which gives some interesting facts.
Life of Van Buren— written in the German ¡ vSnted 111 England, but the laborers there,
more certainly makes a bad heart and de felicity—expelling innocence, peace, beau
xMaine was originally owned by the state language, by a German gentleman, educated ! P^bably under the guide of some philanthropraved moral principle, or worse a thorough ty, health, self-respect, loveliness, enjoyment Of Massachusetts, and when the two states under foreign institutions, and having no at- I Inst leadeU made^ war upon it, and would,
destitution of it, than this cruel and guilty and lhe merited esteem ofit; introduces guilt, were separated the wild lands were equally tachment to our own. This gentleman is a never permit it to be used in peace.
JV. Y. Jour. Com.
remorse, loathsome disease, jealousy, re drvidejl between them.—These lands were recent convert to Jacksonism and Van Buren•encouragement of dishonorable love.
A young man is never long attached to a venge, wretchedness and despair ; it thor then considered, comparatively, valueless, in isrn, having within a few months distinguish
Bathing Machines.—One of the clever in
consequence of the large quantities : and were ed himself at a meeting of Germans in the
young lady without her being aware ofit— oughly breaks up that strong barrier that sep
sold by both states at 10, 20, 30 and 50 cents I city of New York, by an able speech, against ventions which seem not to have reached us
arates
the
inhabitants
of
earth
from
the
in

commonly indeed before he is himself aware
per acre. The great consumption of lumber, I the administration. By what new light he from England and France, is that sort of ve
of the nature and extent of his feelings. mates of hell.— Watchman.
however, soon demonstrated the intrinsic val j was subsequently visited we have not been ! hicle which is driven down a beach into the
The knowledge is almost intuitive.
From
ue of these lands, and as this knowledge was ' informed ; we only know that it was presto,! sea, and forms an excellent bathing roonq eVirtuous Poverty.— if men did but
extended their price was enhanced ; but at I change ! with him, and the next day he came ; qually agreeable at all times of tide, always
tha’t moment, if she be certain that she can
know what felicity dwells in the cottage of the same time so gradually that no great ex out an original democrat dyed in the wool. ■ ready for use and easily housed in bad weath
not reciprocate his sentiments her course is
a virtuous poor man—how sound he sleeps citement was produced. The poverty of the His political principles melted under the sol-1 er or in winter. Hundreds of these are seen
plain before her—it is cool, undeviating, un
—how quiet his rest—how composed his people also tended to keep the lands depres vents that were applied to them. What they I ar dvery sea bathing place in England, and at
hesitating repulse—on every occasion, place
Boulougne, Calais and other places in France,
mind ; how free from care ; how easy his sed, as they had no means to give them value, were we cannot undertake to say.
and manner.
Love
die without hope.
What conjurations, or what mighty magic ! and many of them would contribute to health
provision—how healthful his morning; how and while the residents manifested no dispo
To crush love in the bud is easy ; but trifle
and comfort at Nahant, Hingham, East Bos
sober his night—how moist his mouth, how sition to purchase, strangers would of course Won he was, at any rate ; and among the first
and tamper with it, till it has taken root in
fruits of his conversion is the present election ton, and other beaches in this vicinity.
joyful his heart ; they would never admire feel no confidence in them. Soon after, how
the heart, and its destruction is attended
ever, things wore a different aspect, Lumber eering appeal to the Germans of Pennsylva
the noise—the diseases—the throng of pas became scarce on the seaboard, and timber nia in favor of Martin Van Buren. We have
The following is a specimen of genuine
with the extinction of the heart’s best and
sions, and the violence of unnatural appe lands desirable. They then began to change not been able to obtain a copy of the book ; i ‘ democracy.’
noblest feelings.
tites which fill the houses of the luxurious, hands, and every time they were conveyed, ' it seems to be kept out of our bookstores.
In the Boston Statesman of July 11, 1828$
Never forget this prime maxim in these
and the hearts of lhe ambitious.
the price naturally advanced. The intrinsic We presume it isa translation of the joint appears a choice paragraph, which we rec-1
matters, not to discourage is always to
value, however, was not in the least changed : production of Mr. Emmons and Mr. Attor ommend to the attention of the parties inter
encourage.
To take impressions of plants.—Take but the circumstances of the people being im ney General Butler—interspersed with proofs ested.
Your choice I will not, I would not bias. half a sheet of fine wove paper, and cover proved, and the knowledge of the real value of Mr. Van Buren’s being a German farmer,
“ When Daniel Webster was on a farm do
But I had rather hear you are engaged to a the surface with sweet oil ; after it has stood of the land being extended, increased their de and talking nothing but Low Dutch—with ing that sort of work that John Randolph's
man of good character and industrious hab a minute or two, rub off the superficial oil, mand. Now to show that there is no “ gam abundant libéis against native citizens—life negroes are now about.”
its, than to the wealthiest man without them, and hang the paper in the air ; when suffi bling” in this business, but a fair, proper and merchants and rnanufacturers,.and assurances
Poisoning.—More than a thousand people
for in this country these are always a sure ciently dry, move the paper slowly over the certain rise to be expected upon all these that they are the only true republicans in the
country, and bold the whole power of Presi have recently been attacked with the colicd
lands, I will state a case.
pledge of final success.
flame of a candle or lamp until it is perfect
A township of land generally contains 22,- dent makirtg in the hollow of their hands. pictonum, or painter’s colic, in the city of Bal
A mean and culpable species of coquetry, ly black; lay the plant thereon, place a
000 acres. If it is a fair tract, it should con If the author will favor us with a copy of his timore. The disease is imputed to the use of
is the practice of not giving decided encour piece of clean , paper over, and rub it equally tain 5000 feet oí’ Pine timber to the acre, be work, we will endeavor to see that it receives sugar lately imported from Porto Rico. Of
agement, or repulse, with a view of keep with the finger about half a minute; take sides spruce, hemlock, &c. but usually noth the attention it deserved. If Mr. Van Buren four vessels recently arrived from that Island
ing your slave till you have learned, to use up the plant and place it on the paper or ing is taken into account except the pine. intends to throw himself entirely on the Ger with brown sugar, the crews had all been at
the cant phrase, you cannot do better. I scrap book where it is clesired to have the Suppose the state ot Maine or Massachusetts man and Irish interests—we think that na tacked with the same disorder ; and they had
know notan expression that betrays more impression; cover it with a piece of blot sell this tract to an individual for 10cents per tive citizens are somewhat interested in eaten of tl>e sugar which constituted theii
cargoes. The captain of one of the vessels
despicable meanness.
She who used it, ting paper, and on repeating lhe rubbing a acre, no one is injured or made poorer by the knowing the fact.—Atlas.
sale. The purchaser sells it for 20 cents and
states that they have introduced, in the Is
shows a willingness to sell her hand, to traf representation of the plant will appear al
makes his profit ; he again sells it for 50 cents
Van Buren Answered.—It will be recollect land, leaden strainers ; and this is undoubted
fic her person for values received, that is most equal to the finest engraving.—The per acre, and thus it passes from hand to ed that Mr. Van Buren, in his epistle accept ly the secret of the poisoning. This Would
revolting in the highest degree^
same piece of black -paper will serve fora hand, till it arrives at its present value of five ing the nomination of the Baltimore Humbug, teach some caution on this point.
Not one, not even a parent can tell what great number of impressions.— The Analyst. dollars. During ail this time its intrinsic val declares that he ‘ has never solicited the aid
ue has remained about the same, or only been nor sought the support of any man for the
character will render a lady happy, but her
The editor of the Northampton Courier,
affected by the price of lumber.
presidency’—and for the truth of this declara speaking of tight lacing, says : ‘ It has been
self—on herself alone, then, must and ought
Spruce Beer.—As we have occasionally
At the present time, timber is worth, stand tion he appeals to all, ‘not even excepting the aptly remarked that a husband’s arms are
to rest the responsibility of her choice. J a warm day and as heat and labor induce
ing upon the ground or stump, 4 dollars per considerable number of persons, once his the only corsets nature designed for the fe
have seen so many marriages commenced thirst, the following recipe for making
thousand ; therefore the intrinsic value of friends and associates, whom the fluctuations
with all the glitter of wealth and pomp, ter spruce beer will be found a very convenient such a tract, estimating only the pine, may be ' of political life have converted into oppo male waist.—We like.the suggestion much,
and, ever since, as we have a pair unoccupied^
minate in misery and broken hearts—and one. The essence of spruce is prepared considered 20 dollars per acre.
Now what nents.’ In answer to this boast, Major Noah, have been half a mind to offer them for the use
so many that have begun with no very from the spruce of our forests, sometimes possible chance of loss is there, or how can it ‘ once his friend and associate,’ as one of the of some you^g lady.'—N. EL Eagle.
promising auspices, which have proved as called Black Spruce, and is a very conveni be termed ‘ gambling’ to purchase an article persons thus,directly appealed to, says :
We have a most curious and a most impu
happy as human life admits, that 1 am con ent article, especially where the spruce can intrinsically worth 20 dollars for 5 dollars ?—
The New York Evening Post, an old tilvinced that the parent who officially inter not be easily obtained. “ Take three gal The only moral objection to the traffic is, not dent declaration from Mr. Van Buren—bare tra federal paper, and now ultra jacobinical,
poses, stands answerable to God, his child, lons of water, make it blood warm, a pint paying the holder the full value ot the land ;v faced certainly if not impudent—namely, that expresses its “ SATISFACTION” at the re
Mr. Van
but if no one is in any way the loser, but each he never sought this nomination.
moval by death of Chief Justice Marshall.
and his conscience, in a degree of responsi and a half of molasses, a table spoonful of
seller is satisfied with his profit, it does away Buren, from a boy—from the time he swapped
bleness most fearful and tremendous.
Now suppose jacknives, step by step parn pasu, has had
lhe essence of spruce, and the like quantity entirely even this objection.
fi^’The drafts, notes, and checks, taken
Ladies too often attempt to gain husbands of ginger, mix them well together and add a each of these holdershad made their dollar his own advancement—his own interest— from the trunk of the Merrimack Bank, have
as hnglers catch fish — by drawing the bait, gill of yeast ; let it stand over night and bot an acre, if you please, on the sale of this town constantly in view. He was the friend of been returned, by a person unknown, sealed,
as he approaches it, till he is impelled to tle it in the morning, and it will befit to ship, or 22,000 dollars each, and it is offered Clinton when Clinton was strong, and his and directed to the President of the Bank.
in the market to day at 5 dollars per acre, enemy when he was weak ; he was the op
grasp at every hazard ; but she who angles drink in 24 hours.”—Me. Farmer.
where is the hazard or impropriety in my ponent of the lat,e war when the war was un
The Tiger, which was seen in Middleboro’
for a husband may find, loo late, that she
buying it, and holding it for an advance ? popular, and supported the war when it ac woods, and which was afterwards decided,
has gained the man at lhe expense of her
The pious Mr.------- , who by the way, is The hazard is certainly nothing, for 1 can sell quired strong friends. For nearly twenty- to be a hyena, has been killed, and turns out
husband’s confidence in her principles and
suspected of being no better than he should the timber on the ground for 20 dollars per five years Mr. Van Buren has held office of to be a peacock !—Boston Post.
in her heart.
He supported Mr. Clinton
be, notwithstanding ail his professions, a acre, if I choose to wait some eight or ten some kind.
A survey is making for a Railroad from
short time since rebuked a well known mer years to have it cut off; and I do the seller against Mr. Madison. When Clinton failed
Exercise.— Nothing, says Dr. Beddoes,
he went over to Tompkins and through his t Portland to Gorham, and with a view to
chant for using profane language. “ Your no injury, for he is satisfied with his profits.
can ensure health and virtue to youth, but
influence
obtained
an
office.
He
watched
Nov^ this is just the process of speculation in
! its ultimate extension to a region whence
discourse is ungentlemanly and impious,”
with a keen eye lhe changes of opinion as much lumber is brought to the former place,
Maine lands.
such scientific pursuits as shall lead only to
said ‘Mr.--------------- .
“ You should break
In my opinion, however, the surest and Judge Advocate, as Attorney General, as at an annual expense of about $50,000.
wholesome exercise to body and mind.
yourself of such an abominable practice.” most practicable mode of operating is to pur State Senator, as Senator in Congress, as
Mathematical, philosophical, chemical, bo
“ 1 know it,” returned the dealer in cotton chase a tract and clear it. If it is a whole Governor, as Secretary of State, as Minister
The Thomaston Chronicle says that “ the
tanical, and technological instruction, judi
bales and profanity ; “ but most men fall, in township, it would probably require ten years to London, and now as Vice President. number ot convicts in the State Prison at
ciously intermixed, but at the same time car
When
he
co
’
uld
not
secure
the
election
of
to
accomplish
it,
but
how
few
men
usually
to some error unknown to themselves, yet
this time is 54—the smallest number since
ried on in conformity with a system clearly
they are entirely innocent of all intention to make a fortune eVen in that time ! Suppose Crawford he offered himself to Adams ; offer the first year of the prison’s establishment.
made out in the mind of the preceptor,
ed
to
séll
the
democratic
party
to
Mr.
Adams
do wrong, notwithstanding all their little in forjnstance, a man buys a township as above
would keep lhe physical and moral faculties
mentioned, of 22,000 acres, at $5 an acre, at for the office of Minister to London ; was ,re
The publication of the Christian Intelligent
accuracies— now I swear a great deal, and
the usual term of one quarter cash down, elected Senator as an avowed Adams man :
of children in perpetual and proportional
you pray a great deal, yet neither of us, I’m and the balance in three annual payments, it but when that impracticable politician refu cer, printed at Gardiner in this State, has
progress. The thoughts would never stag
been suspended for the present.
confident, means anything by it.”
will cost him $110,000.
$27,000 must be sed to buy him (that’s the proper word) he
nate, the heart never prey upon itself, and
joined the standard of Jackson, on the ground,
paid
down,
and
he
will
readily
meet
the
oth

intemperance of every kind would be abhor
The Christian Pilot, for three or four years
When Frederick of Prussia proclaimed er payments from the sale of his timber. as he openly avowed to a friend in this city,
red, according to the nature of its conse
published in this city, is to be enlarged, and
th^t
he
was
“
the
easiest
managed
!
”
and
af

Now
if
he
cuts
off
$20
per
acre
during
the
his new code of laws it rendered lawyers
quences.
ter having made a tool of Jackson, and ob published hereafter at North Yarmouth and
unnecessary, and a large body of them sign ten years, he will have gained aside from in tained his consent to be his successor, be sa.ys Portland simultaneously.—Portland Argus.
terest, &c.
$440,000
Politeness.—True politeness consists in a ed a petition to his Majesty praying for re
Deduct the purchase money,
110,0001 to the committee “ Pon my soul, gentlemen,
Strength in old age.—Mr. Elijah Drew$
I never sought the office—I have been most
•delicate respect for the feelings of others, lief, and ending with a request to know what
and that charity which is careful of wound they were to do ? Under these circumstam
And it leaves
$330,000 causelessly assailed 1” Almost every office now in the 88th year of his age, recently
What business can a man get into, whereby holder in the land—every expectant—the walked from Somersworth to Strafford, a dis
ing the sensibility, or exposing the misfor ces the King wrote this laconic answer :
he
can make in ten years 300,000 dollars so hungry, the discontented, and the intriguing tance of fifteen miles or upward, in a single
“
Such
as
are
tall
enough
may
enlist
for
tunes of any one.—But when a person is
—every editor with a collar, together with day. He suffered no other inconvenience
found who seeks every opportunity of exer grenadiers, and lhe shortest will do for certainly ?
radicals, aliens, infidels and agrarians, have from the journey than a little bodily fatigue.
The
success
of
the
speculation
depends,
it
drummers
and
fifers.
”
cising authority, and taking the advantage
He was born in Durham in this state and for
is true, upon the demand for lumber, but who been laboring night and day to elect him.
of a man’s necessities to overreach him in
It is in this that he has laid himself open many years past has resided in Newfield, Me.
that knows any thing about the consumption
“ It is very hard, my lord,” said a con upon the seaboard and in the West Indies, to ridicule. No man ever intrigued, ever He converses intelligibly though his hearing
H ade—who swears in the company of ladies,
and maliciously insults his best friends to victed felon to a judge, “ to hang a poor fel questions that ? It does not depend upon the dipped so deep in mischief for an office as is somewhat impaired. He has long been a
professor of religion.—Dover Star.
show his importance—however graceful that low for stealing a horse.” “ You are not to location of a canal, or a rail road, or upon the Vari Buren has for that of the Presidency.
man may be, still he has no real politeness. be hanged for stealing a horse,” replied lhe growth of a city or neighborhood ; nor upon
Dr. Lardner of London has discovered a
It is asserted that Mr. Leigh of Virginia
In regard to such, the proper course is to judge, “ but you are to be hanged that horses the rise or fall of stocks, noir upon the fluctu
ations of the money market. There is the will not resign his seat in the United States plan for propelling Rail road carriages by air,
keep out of their company ; and if you hap may not be stolen.”
land and the timber ; and as long as lumber is Senate, at least until a question arises in that instead of steam. The invention is. to be
pen inadvertently to come in contact with
'•)y ,
required for building, just so long its intrin body, on which his constituents and himself tested in England.
Madame
Brune,
the
biographer
of
Mad

them and are insulted, never resent it, but
differ.
sic
value
will
continue,
as
it
now
is,
and
just
retire as speedily as possible—always re ame de Stael, very gravely remarks, “ She so long the price will advance, until it approx
O'^r’Who, having the rheumatism, desires
membering that there is more credit due a could hardly be called well made, as the imates to its real value.
Appointment by the Lieut. Governor and not to rid himself of it; or obtain a speedy
right shoulder was larger than the left W
The question is often asked, why are Pine Council.—Hon. John Davis, of Worcester, to mitigation of its pains ? Mr. Smith, 66 Chat
retreat, than even victory, when you are ex
lands in Maine worth so much ipore than be Agent for prosecuting the Claim of Mas ham street, has sent for our examination a
posed to fight single handed with a skunk.
An English penny, placed out at com Pine lands in the State of N. York ? In the sachusetts on the Government of the United cap or case for the knee joint, made of thin
sheet India Rubber ; arid he assures us that
Boasting.—A. man boasting of his hon pound interest, at the rate of 5 per cent, at first place, lumber is far better, and of course States, agreeable to the provisionsofa resolve
in more than a hundred cases this article has
the
birth
of
Jesus
Christ,
would
in
the
year
more
valuable
;
in
the
next
place,
the
highest
of
April
3,
1835.
—
Boston
Adv.
esty is generally a rogue—of his courage,
effected a thorough cure-—gout, stiffness of
cost in getting Maine Pine lumber to tide wa
1786,
have
produced
the
enormous
sum
generally a coward-—of his riches, generally
limb, caused by ossification, have never fail
Mr
Livingston,
our
late
Ambassadoi'
to
ter
is
only
$4,50
cts.
per
thousand,
while
it
<£290,991,000,00 0,000,000,000,000,
not wealthy—of his democracy, generally of
France, attended the New York Corporation ed to be cured by this application.—JV*. F. Star*
costs
$14
per
thousand
to
get
New
York
lum

an aristocrat—of intimacy with great men, 000,000,000,000 sterling, which would ber from any direction you please, to Albany. Dinner on the 4t.h inst. but was too unwell to
The oldest woman in the world is now ex
generally despised by those who may chance make about 1100 millions of Globes the Here is a difference of $9 in the thousand de address thé company at length, when toasted.
At simple livered upon tide water, and if the demand Some of the toasts seem a little calculated to hibiting at the Masonic Hall. She is one Awnto know him—of his wit, popularity, and size of our earth in solid gold.
interest it would have produced only 7s. 6d. would warrant it, I see no difficulty in supply- give a particular direction to public opinion. dred and sxxty-one years of age.—Phil. Ga%.
high standing, always a fool.

AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

FOREIGN NEWS,

MAIL ARTICLES.
[From the Philadelphia Gazette.]

Dinner to Mr. Livingston.—A public din-*
tier was given to Mr. Livingston at New York
on Thursday last, and another at Philadel
phia on Saturday. The New York dinner
Was given at the City Hotel, and Mr. Law
rence, the Mayor of the city, presided. Among the invited guests was GoV; Wolf of
Pennsylvania, who is on his way to the Sara
toga Springs. Among those who were invi
ted and were not present were the Vice Pres
ident, Gov. Marcy, Secretary Woodbury, and
others. The Vice President left New York
on Wednesday for Hudson. The Chairman
gave the following toast:
Edward Livingston—As a Patriot and
Statesman he belongs to America,—as a Ju
rist and Philosopher to the world. His Ex
position of the 25th April embodies the sen
timents of his countrymen, and stands a text
book for American Diplomatists.
Mr. Livingston replied in a neat speech
which was heartily applauded, He closed
with the following sentiment:
National Honor—Received untarnished
from our ancestors—it must be transmitted
to our posterity without a spot.

Late from Europe.—By the brig Isaac
Clason, which .arrived at New York on Wed
Atrocious attempt at murtZer.—Yesterday af
nesday from Bordeaux, Paris papers to June ternoon, (Sunday,) the south western part of
12 have been received in that city, extracts our city was thrown into a state of g’reat ex
from which are furnished by the Journal of citement, by the occurrence of the following
Commerce. The bill for carrying into effect horrible transaction, in the dwelling-house of
the American treaty was debated in the Robert R. Stewart, Esq. No. 83, South 6th-st.
Chamber of Peers on the 11th. The Duke near Spruce.
de Noailles opposed the bill.
M. Guizot,
Mrs. Stewart and a part of her family, had
Minister of Public Instruction, made a speech gone to Brandywine a few days ago, leaving
in favor of it, which was highly applauded, her husband at home, who yesterday dined
as a brilliant improvisatoire.
Count Roy with his son-in-law, Mr. Newman, living not
After dinner he returned home,
spoke against it, and the Duke de Broglie re far distant.
plied. Several other speeches were made, and laid down to take a nap, and while asleep
and the Chamber adjourned to the succeed about four o’clock, a negro man, whom he
ing day.
had brought with him several years ago, from
It would seem from Paris and London pa Trinidad de Cuba, at which port he resided
pers, that the two governments had determin a^. American Consul, and had emancipated,
ed on affording efficient aid to the Queen of ajd who was living with him as a hired ser
Spain. It seems also that Don Miguel had vant, entered his chamber with an axe, and
determined on placing himselfon the theatre struck him on the forehead and cheek bone,
of active operations.
It does not appear, with the butt end so severely, as to fracture
however, that he is assured of any efficient some of the bones, and to produce a contu- |
co-operation.
sion which has been pronounced by some of i
In j rp|1G ga|e on Wednesday was very severe
Constantinople, May 13.—Tartars nine the physicians who attended to be fatal.
days from Aleppo, report particulars as to addition to this, some of the fingers of one of : at New York, accompanied with a great fall
the state of things in Syria which have crea Mr. Stewart shands were broken, occasioned, of ram) and ten.jfu; thunder and lightning,
ted a great sensation, especially with the Porte, I it is thought, by his hand being on his face at' Many trees and chimneys were blown down,
The groans uttered , jn the counlry much damage was done to
Emir Besher, the Prince of the Druses, [ the time of the blows.
the crops.
has taken advantage of the great embarrass-|¡by Mr. Stewart on receiving these blows,; the
crops. Considerable
Considerable damage
damage was
was also
also
ment occasioned to the Pacha by the ravages brought to his room the coachman, who on done by lightning. Nearly all the vessels at
* Quarantine
‘
-Ground,
- -dragged
- their an
oi the Plague. The Druses fell upon the E- the siairs met the murderer with the axe.
the
The culprit then took a seat at the front chors, and three small vessels were driven agyptians while destitute of succour ; the army
of Ibrahim was completely defeated; audit door, remarking to a little son of Mr. Stewart, sbdre.—Boston Transcript.
is supposed that the Druses will avail them-, as he passed him in the entry, “ your father
selves of this victory to make a levy en masse |! scolded me this morning and I have killed
When the intelligence of Judge Marshall’s
The lad in great alarm ran over to
in Syria. The Egyptians cannot hope for (i him.”
decease was received at New York, as a trib
reinforcements, for Ibrahim Pacha, fleeing ■' Mr. Newman’s who quickly came, when the ute of respect to his memory, the several law
from the plague, has retired to Upper Egypt. murderer ran off, but was overtaken when courts were immediately adjourned, and a
he had gone but a short distance, and com
meeting of the Bar called, to assemble on
From England.—The packet ship Presi mitted to prison. He is a man about five and Thursday, in the Chancellor’s room, on the
dent has arrived at New York from London, twenty or thirty years of age, is a native of occasion.
bringing papers of that city to June 10. Ou Africa, and had been in the family a confi
the 9th Lord Gosford, an Irish Earl, was ap dential servant.
The receipts for canal tolls from the opening
The excitement produced by this occur
pointed Governor in Chief of the Provinces
of navigation to the close of June, have been
of Lower and Upper Canada, Nova Scotia, rence, led to the assembling of a large num $541,672 83. This is $90,000 more than the
New Brunswick, and the Island of Prince ber of white persons about the house ofMr. collections up to the same time in 1834, and
Stewart, and in the evening every black man
Edward.
about $42,000 more than for the same period
that passed by was attacked and beaten. Ex
Latest from Europe.—By the ship Hum tensive riots were anticipated in the lower in 1833, when the rates of toll were nearly
boldt, which arrived here yesterday morning part of the city, during the night, but although 20 per cent, higher than at present.
Albany Argus.
from Liverpool, we have received London • a considerable crowd was still assembled in

North Carolina Constitution.-—The Legis
lature of North Carolina, as proposed to be
organized by the amended Constitution, Will
consist of a Senate of fifty members, and a
House of Commons of a hundred and twen
ty members. The members are apportioned
among the counties according to the numbers
of free population, added to three fifths of the
slaves. By this rule of apportionment, thirty
seven counties at present choose one Senator
each—ten Senators are chosen in districts of
two counties each—and the rest in districts
of two and a fraction or three each.
The
Commons are apportioned in such manner
that two counties choose four Commoners
each—twelve choose three each—twenty-five
two each, and twenty-six one each. The ap.portionment is to be altered, according to the
census, in 1842, and subsequently at the ex
piration of each twenty years.
The mem
bers are to be chosen once in two years. The
Governor is also to be chosen once in two
years, by the people.—Whites only have the
right of voting.—Boston Adv.

Riot.—There was a riot at Philadelphia on
Monday evening, 13th inst. in consequence of
the excitement against the blacks. Eight or
nine houses were demolished, or injured, in
Red Row, and one of them set on fire. The
Philadelphia Star says—One circumstance is
much to be regretted ; a colored woman who
was in the fourth day of her confinement, was
obliged for her safety to fly with her little
charge, and knowing no shelter, which she
could enter, was compelled to remain on the
common all night.
Such proceedings are
enough to make us blush for human nature.
Strong and efficient measures have become
necessary, and as a repetition of the scene has
been threatened to night, we presume the
Sheriff with his “ posse” will be on the spot
to preserve order.

SiiofW
fcirtul*
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Rail Road3.--The Concfird (N. H») States

man of Saturday lastj informs that a meeting
of the members of the “ Concord Rail Road
Corporation” was held in that place on th«
14th inst., when the act of incorporation wa«
accepted and a Board of Commissioners ap
pointed to attend to the necessary surveys^
and open books for subscription to the stock.

‘ The prospect now is that the stock will be
taken up [in Concord, Boston and New
York,] without delay—even to a larger amount than the present capital.’
The Haverhill (Mass.) Gazette of the same
date says, “ We are glad to announce to our
friends abroad that the extension of the Rail
Road from Andover to Haverhill is no longer

a matter ofdoubt or speculation. The enter*
prising citizens of Haverhill and Bradford,
with a few individuals abroad, have entered
upon the business with a determination to
persevere till the route shall have been gra
ded, and the road finished.”

A large meeting of the citizens of Ports
mouth was held on the evening of the I4th
inst. to consider the expediency of adopting
measures for continuing the Rail Road from
Newburyport to Portsmouth, provided it bs
extended from Boston to the former place.
A fine spirit animated those who were pres
ent. It was resolved that the contemplated
Rail Road should be extended through Ports*
Albert Smith, Esq. one of the Railway mouth to Dover and Great Falls—that a sub
Commissioners appointed by the Slate of scription be forthwith opened for 1500 shares
Maine, arrived in Montreal yesterday, and at $100 each—that an instalment of 75 cents
shortly afterwards left for Quebec, to have on each share be paid on demand to defray
an interview with Lord Aylmer, on the sub
ject of the contemplated road from Portland the immediate expenses of surveys and esti
to the Canada line, and to ascertain his Ex mates. A committee was chosen to carry into
cellency’s sentiments upon the practicability effect the several resolutions adopted by the
and prospects of procuring an extension from meeting, to obtain subscriptions, collect the
thence to some point ,within the Canadas.
The survey of the country on the American assessment, obtain a survey, correspond with
side, has already been commenced under citizens of Portland, Dover, Somersworth
Colonel Long, of the United States Engineers. Newburyport, Salem and Boston in relation
That officer, the Committee have mentioned to the subject, &c.—On Thursday evening,
in a letter addressed to John Frothingham,
Esq. is to arrive at the boundary between the 16th, a subscription for the stock was opened
20th and 30th inst. where it is requested he and a few individuals subscribed—on the
may be met by a Committee on the part of morning of the 17th books were opened at
Canada, to whom he will communicate valu several places of resort and, says the Journal
able information relative to the topography of
the country, on the end of the route which of Saturday, “ before noon the entire capital
lies in this Province. We trust that this un Stock, amounting to Two Hundred Thous
dertaking, which is calculated to do so much and Dollars had been taken. The anxiety
good to the country, will meet with no obsta to obtain Stock being so great, that the Com
cles to prevent its going into speedy opera
mittee were induced to increase the capital
tion.—Montreal Gaz.
stock fifty thousand dollars beyond what was
A Mississippi paper slates that a vast num contemplated by the meeting of Tuesday
ber of packages, franked ‘free—Andrew Jackevening.”—Subscribers for the Stock are no
son P. U. S’ have been sent from Washing
ton to all parts of that state. They contained tified, in the Portsmouth papers of Saturday
Extra Globes. Our President never inter and Tuesday Igst, that certificates entitling
meddles with elections. No—never !
them to the shares subscribed must be claim
ed and the first instalment paid on or before
The Mississippi Senator.—It appears that
the annunciation of the appointment of R. J. this day, (Saturday, July 25.)
Walker, by the Governor of Mississippi to the
The subject of a Rail Road from Bangor to
Senate of the United States, was incorrect. Bucksport is on the tapis.
The survey ia
The Governor has not yet made an appoint
nearly completed and it is believed that the
ment.
cost of construction would not exceed $170,A woman who slept in a cellar in 19th 000.
Citizens of Bucksport, it is said, will
street, New York, was drowned by the flood take more than half the stock.
of water which poured into it before she had
time to escape, during the storm on Wednes
(fr’It appears that the whole stock fora
day afternoon, 15th inst.
The storm, it ap
Rail-Road from Boston to Salem, and from
pears, was as severe there as here ; some
trees were blown down, and in the country Newburyport to Portsmouth, has been taken
The Newburyport Herald of Tuesday
some crops of oats and corn prostrated .-Cent. up.
says the whole amount required for a Rail
General Court.—Mr. Randolph’s Will is Road from that place to Salem will be taken
still before the Court. The testimony is near
this week. The Herald adds
“ The whole
ly exhausted, and the argument may com
route
will
probably
be
surveyed
this
summer,
mence to-day.
Among the witnesses is
Judge Leigh—in whose presence the Will of anil if charters are obtained at the session of
January, 1832, was made. He has nobly re the Legislature in September next, there will
linquished the fine Legacy which was be
be nothing to prevent the commencement of
queathed to him by that Will—in order to
testify, as he believed, in behalf of truth and work on the whole line by the middle of
October next. Thus is the question settled?’
justice.—Richmond Enquirer of July 14.

papers to June 15, containing Paris dates to i the neighborhood of Spruce and Sixth street,
Appointment of Chief Justice.—The New
the 13th. The bill for carrying it
into effect the ' at so late an hour as ten o’clock, we have not
York Journal of Commerce states, on the au
American Treaty, passed the Chamber of. heard that any serious disturbance took place.
Peers, on the
lhe 12th, by a vote of 125 to 22. It | The occurrence above detailed is calcula- thority of Norfolk papers and letters, that the
passed in the. same shape in which it came ' ted to injure the cause of the blacks more than President has appointed the Hon. Roger B.
from the Chamber of Deputies, no attempt' any thing that has heretofore transpired in Taney, to be Chief Justice of the United
States, in the place of Judge Marshall, de
having been made to strike out the condition- this city, for although it was but the act of a
al clause.
single assassin, it is calculated to injure the ceased. This appointment must of course be
The British Government has adopted an whole black population, the great body of submitted to the Senate for its sanction, and
important measure in aid of the cause of the whom, cannot but regard this murderous at- it is not probable that atiy one receiving the
appointment will enter upon the duties of
Queen of Spain. A royal proclamation ap- tempt with horror and regret,
peared in the Gazette of the 9th granting
P. S. 1 o’clock. We have just ascertain-' the office, until it shall have been confirmed
permission, for the period oftwo years, to all ' ed that Mr. Stewart is still living, but that lit- by that body.
We understand that the Hon. Judge Story
persons desirous of entering the military or ' tie hopes are entertained of his recovery,
naval service of her Maj. Isabella the second, Mrs. Stewart having been sent for reached has consented, at the request of the Commit
tee of lhe Bar of this County, to deliver a Eu
Queen of Spain, to enter such service either i home early this morning,
logy on lhe late Chief Justice, in compliance
as a commissioned or non-commissioned offi-!
------------cer, or as a private soldier, sailor or marine, [
Mr. Stewart.—We are rejoiced to learn with the resolutions adopted at the late meet
and to accept any commission, warrant or that the health of Mr. Stewart continues to ing of the bar.—Boston Patriot.
other appointment from or under her, and to improve, although he cannot yet be regarded
Heavy Rain.—The violent rain of Wednes
enlist in such service, and to accept any mo- as out of danger.—ib.
day afternoon was followed by a succession
ney, pay, or reward for the same. In conse
Yesterday
Colonization—One fact worth a thousand of showers through the night.
quence of the appearance of this proclama
tion, Col. Evans, member of Parliament for Theories.—We have just seen upon the desk morning between two and four o’clock it
Westminster, had given notice of his inten-; of Disosway & Brothers, Pearl-street, a pen rained with great violence. A good deal of
tion of entering the Spanish Queen’s service, I knife set in a handle of most beautiful cam- damage has been done by the sudden rise of
and great numbers of officers of all ranks, j wood. The wood is from a lot recently the water, in small streams, and in the city,
had made applications for permission to serve i received by those gentlemen, from two by the overflowing of the guttersand streets
under him. The London Courier says that i.colonists at Liberia, and sold on their account into the cellars. The rain which fell during
it is proposed to raise fourteen battalions of ■ for nearly six thousand dollars. These emi- Wednesday afternoon and the succeeding
infantry, three of artillery, and one of rifle- ! grants are among others whom one of that night, measured, four inches 17-100.-—
men. The principal recruits were to be raised ! hmi advised to emigrate, a few years since,
in Devonshire, Lancashire and Ireland, and it! froni Virginia. They are contented, prosperMr. Charles Dougherty has accepted the
was expected that a portion of the force | ous, and no inducement would bring them nomination of the State Rights party of Geor
would be despatched in a fortnight. Col. I back to this country.
gia, as a candidate for the office of Governor.
Evans, in reply to an enquiry whether he I
One of these Liberians has lately arrived Mr. G. R. Gilmer, who was nominated by the
should resign his seat in Parliament, said that.
die United States, received the proceeds same party to fill the vacancy in Congress,
it would be unnecessary, as he should not of his wood, and has purchased a vessel in has declined.
leave the country for some lime, and he Philadelphia, which he is loading with an
should return before the next sessjon.
assorted cargo tor his return. Success attend
[From the Portland Advertiser of 14th inst.]
It appears also that the French govern his enterprize.—N. Y. Com.
The Weather—Rain—Thunder and Light
ment had given leave to the officers of the
ning.— Don’t be alarmed, gentle reader, at
French army to enter the Queen’s service,
Suicide.—A woman named Rogers, living
No limbs have been brokenand that a corps of 12 or 1500 men hadal- in Beaver street, Albany, cut her throat on this caption.
no lives have been lost
but as chroniclers
ready been enrolled in the Pyrenees.
Wednesday morning in so shocking a man
of passing events, we wish to present our
Boston Daily Advertiser-of 20th inst.
ner, that she expired immediately. She was
readers with every thing coming within outintoxicated !
knowledge or observation, that we deem
From the South.—The New Orleans Bee
amusing, interesting or instructive. Yester
of the 1st inst. says, that lhe major part of
Murder.—-David Jones, aged 75 years, was day was thé warmest day we have experien
the Mexican states have declared in favor of I shot through the heart with a full charge of
a central government under Santa Anna. buck shot, in Leon county, Middle Florida, ced the present season—the Thermometer in
We regret to find a few of our subscribers • American Magazine.—The July number
This general having subjugated the refractory on the 12th ult.,. by a man named Waters.— the afternoon, in the shade, ranging at 90.
in the late insurrection, has resolved similar They had quarrelled frequently and were In the evening we had a refreshing shower, are more than one year in arrears.
It is a of this periodical has been received. It con
ly to pacify Texas, and has a formidable ar both Intemperate. Waters has been arrested accompanied by thunder and lightning. We pity, because we know they would take so tains a great variety of interesting and use
have heard of no damage having been done much greater satisfaction in reading a paper
my, well equipt, under his command. Tex and committed to prison to await his trial.
by the lightning, except to a house on Mount which they know that by their assistance the ful articles and is embellished with about
as must, therefore, submit to be a component
Joy, which was struck by it. This house is Printers had been enabled to furnish them. twenty well executed engravings. The last
of the consolidated government of Mexico.
Mr. Simeon Lane a respectable Farmer at
The American schooner Martha, captured Taunton, was killed by lightning on Tues occupied by Mr. Robert Craig, a colored man, There is a luxury in such a consciousness, of number of the first volume of this Magazine
by the Mexican cutter Montezuma, was sent day 14th inst. while driving his team, loaded and is situated about twenty rods north of the which we hope none of our subscribers will will be published next month. Those, there
Observatory.
The lightning ran down the any longer deprive themselves.
from Galveston to Vera Cruz, where she still with hay—one of his oxen was also killed.
fore, who are desirous of patronizing a work
chimney, which it entirely demolished, split
remains under seizure. Vera Cruz had not
Portsmouth Journal.
which has strong claims on the favor of the
in
twain
a
white
oak
brace
and
threw
part
of
assented to the plan of the consolidated gov
Dr. Locke of Cincinnati has invented and
it on the floor,—prostrated the family consist
ernment on the 20th ultimo.
made for Mr. Clayton, the AEronaut, a quad
An immensely important correspondence public, should forward their names and the
ing of three persons, while sitting at tea, di
between Mr. Livingston and Col. Herman amount of subscription for the next year u
rant, by means of which he can ascertain his
viding the back of the chair in which Craig
Thorne of N. York, which took place at Par early as convenient.
A letter from Vera Cruz, June 22, com velocity in the air.
sat, into two parts,—and after demolishing
is, has been published in the New York pa
plains of excesses committed on the taking of
dishes, looking glasses, &c. and destroying
Accounts from Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
that place, and says, “ The only American in
The Salem N. J. Banner says the farmers every inanimate thing in its progress, passed pers. It relates to the refusal of the Ameri
can Minister to present Col. Thorne and fam Maryland and Virginia represent the pro»the place was basely assassinated in presence in that vicinity have commenced harvesting
out of the house in different directions—on
ily at the King’s levee, there having been
of his wife, who was afterwards stabbed to their wheat, rye and oats, and that the crops
one side stripping off the boards six feet in
pects of the crops in those States, generally,
the heart, stripped of her clothing & thrown will be as good, and probably better, than for
some misunderstanding among the ladies.
length. After making its way out on the oth
as
excellent.
The wheat crop surpasses all'
exposed into the street. The English resi many years past. The wheat, in particular,
er, it struck and shivered to pieces the spoke
dents at the mines were robbed, their proper will be heavier than usual.
expectation.
Rye,
Oats and Indian corn prom
Suicide.—We learn that Plato Waldron, a
of a carriage wheel.
The family remained
ty wantonly destroyed, and some murdered,
in a state of insensibility—how long is uncer mulatto, of Dover, committed suicide on ise well.
and all menaced with extermination. The
The St. Lawrence Sea Serpent Captured.— tain—they are unable to - conjecture—but Tuesday evening, 14th inst. by drowning in
English Minister has made a peremptory de
The Jackson party in Alabama are deci
Yesterday morning, says the Montreal Her coming to their senses, they found themselves the Cocheco river. Domestic trouble was the
mand for indemnity to his Majesty’s subjects
ald of Monday, the large fish which has gam lying on the floor, total darkness, if not “ uni cause.—He had a quarrel with his wife that dedly opposed to the nomination of Col.
for the injuries done to their properly, which
The leading
boled in the current during the past week, versal midnight,” reigning around them.— evening, after which he immediately went to Johnson for Vice President.
he will doubtless obtain. We have no Minwas killed by means of a harpoon. It is said Each supposed the other to be dead, and con the river and committed the deed. His body administration journal in the State, says the
. ister at this Court to make a similar demand
to measure fifteen feet, and its body bears sequently the silence that had succeeded the was found the next morning.— G. Lolls Jour.
Col. must expect no support in that quarter.
for the injuries done our citizens, and ifmade
the marks of numerous shots.
The person disaster remained unbroken so far as commu
by our late Charge des Affaires, it would
Taber Bills.—The two Smiths of Bangor
who harpooned this monster, which measur nication with one another was concerned—
doubtless be unavailing, as in all previous
We learn from the Bangor Courier, that lhe
ed about two hundred feet on the river, is na till one of them determined to ascertain the who are issuing “ rag money” on their own
ones.”
“
enterprising
proprietors of the Penobscot
hook,
for
a
speculation,
and
to
evade
the
law
med Jean Baptist Dupeur, and intends to ex truth .or falsehood of his supposition. Accor
hibit it to the public.
dingly, mustering a sufficient degree of cour relating to small bills, are both whole hog Mill Dam Corporation, whose operations were
Gen. St. Anna, President of Mexico, was to
age, he cried out “ Craig are you dead ?”—to Jackson-Van Buren men.—ib.
supposed to be suspended for a year, at least,
haveinade a triumphal entry into the capitol
A house in South Boston was struck by which interrogation the latter replied, “ No, I
on the 21st ult., in consequence of his late lightning on the 6th inst. It entered a win believe not.” The most remarkable circum
Accident.—The Eastport Eastern Demo by the carrying away of their Dam by the
victories.
dow and went out at another, doing no dam stance connected with the occurrence is that crat of the 15th states that, on the preceding late freshet, have effected its complete re
age except taking a looking glass from a bu the family escaped without injury. The prob Sunday, Master George Wilson, Thankful construction,” and that thirty saws were in
Some very arbitrary proceedings respect reau into the yard, shattering it in pieces.
able cause of the attraction of the lightning Wilson, Hannah Parker and------ Camplin,
successful operation on the 17th inst.
ing foreigners, have occurred at Buenos
toward the house, was the projection of some were drowned by the upsetting of the boat,
Ayres since the establishment of .the Dicta
The Erie Canal is to be enlarged.
Reso stove pipes above the top of the chimney, while on a pleasure excursion from Campo
A whig Convention, for Cumberland Coun
torship.
lutions to that effect were passed by the Ca and which should serve as a caution to those bello to Casco Bay.
ty, is to be held at Gray, on the 5th of August,
nal board on the 3d. The enlargement will who suffer such conductors to remain in such
More Enterprise.—We understand that sev for the purpose 6f selecting candidates for
Singular Murder.—The criminal courts of commence about the 1st of July, 1837, and positions about their premises.
Nothing concerning the affair was known eral gentlemen, in this to\vn, are about form State and County Officers.
Masovia, in Poland, recently condemned a will probably require 6 or 8 years for its
ing themselves into a Whaling Company
lawyer, named Madmonski, to be beheaded, completion.
among the neighbors until this morning,
when out informant visited the house, and with a capital of $100,000, to be divided into
for having murdered M. Brzozowski, Presi
The Portsmouth (N. H.) Gazette suggests
An Impostor.—The Boston Transcript says learned the particulars now related. Mr. 400 shares, of $250 each. They propose to
dent of the Tribunal, by cutting his throat in
the propriety of appropriating ten or more
fit
away
one
ship
the
present
season,
and
one
a French woman is going about the city so Craig, in giving an account of it, said “ what
open court!
liciting charity, as the wife of the prisoner De worried him the most was that he was not each succeeding year, until the first returns. acres of the Town Farm to the growth of the
Success attend them.—Portsmouth Gaz.
White Mulberry, with a view to the culture
Soto, and has obtained a considerable sum of dead.”
The Rev. Mr. Smith, of Kentucky, lately money from various individuals.
of
silk.
Calais Railway Company.—The $50,000
stated in a lecture that one half of the chil
• T.he go1^ f7e,r vvhi,ch faas raged in Virgin- stock of the Calais Railway Company, was
dren of the whites in that state grew up with
The city of Richmond has voted to erect a
**#The communication over the signature
ja, has subsided, and most of the works are taken up on Monday last week in two hours
out learning to read or write.
of“E. & A.” is necessarily deferred umil
monument to Judge Marshall.
abandoned.
from the time the Books were opened.
I
next week.
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side of the k a woi
lying in the lad—a port
fnersed in a )ol ofwatei
way-side. 1 was ascei
drunk, perjea y helpless.
to a safer sin lion and ai

which lay n |ir her, wai
was left to red yef from Ik
her way hom| hrd as be:
informant thi is it more t!
head had pro tided itself
further into le pool, tl
beeh drowns« , Such art
drinking—su i the effet
and yet those Who are e
ness pretend o be re«p
societyI

Accident. ■We learn t
Iid while at t
pngregatioi
sport, on T

Seriously inju
near the old
in Kennebun
One of them

tafaof

right hand si Jadly sliatt
Amputation pessary—tl
Newfield also was badly I
severely as tl i former. I
gaged in bla ing rockstempt had be i made to
■powder whi IW he(
just drilled, d at the •
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the powder id produ
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PRivÁrtE. Bills.—M Ä ^mith of Ëangor
From Calldo.—Extract of h letter from d
i ’«nd Geo. Willis of Portland (all Jacksonmen) ¡correspondent at Callao, dated
March 21, 1835.
(N.H IQ.
.
------------------here, that
“ News
has just been received
"«■
mid
mat
botes,
in
the
form
of
bank
notes,
to
take
the
informs that
the captain (Parker) corrimanding the schoon
E ^laCC
^ie snia11 biils
were t0 have er which carried away General Nieto from
le “ iConcord R
ai* Road 1 been driven out of circulation) in this State, this port, by the orders of Sdlaverry, on the
¡»«hatphcL,
5°n th« d by a law of the last Legislatutie. That this is night of the revolution, (Feb. 22,) killed the
iaMoflncorporati011
two officers who were sent in charge of Nieto,
.
-> Wat ra dangerous currency all must hdmit, and the
J oi Cornmissii
w^onerg
[ Portland Courier, and Jeffersonian, undertook and carrying General N. Into Payta, has made
a revolution in his favor, and he is expected
10 <he necessary su ^ L
Ho tell their readers so and caution them here immediately with vessels of war and
Their re- troops to blockade CallaO. All vessels are
■’‘hat the stock wi||7(against receiving all such bills.
forbidden to leave here for ten days at least,
i
marks
excited
the
ire
of
one
of
the
firm of
ord’ Bost°n and 7
perhaps more, and wri are obliged to get to
* E. & S. Smith, who visited the editors) de- sea by a special permit, with our cargo un
to a larger?
ent capital.’
b * i manded explanations and recantations, theat- stowed and laying in confusion in the hold;”
dened prosecution, &c. &c.
He seems to
7jGaze«aoftheM(t i have expended his ammunition in vain,1 The remains of the late Chief Justice Marwere received at Richmond on Thurs?'ad to announce taW(i however, unless, perchance, it may gratify’!; shall
last, ...
in the oivanfowciv
steamboat Kuuiuvky,
Kentucky, accom” | day .¿.Gt,
he extension of the j h rkic
Invo nf nntninnftT
____ nnniofl Kir
1 <1 r«*i *» r»»^z4
1VT
his love
of notoriety to see reports
of his ' panied by Judge Baldwin,
and Messrs.
Sar
to Haverhill is „„ lo„J
chaste and gentlemanly remarks to the editors geant, Peters, Ingraham and Rawle,and Maj;
The Rich
speculation. Thp J laid before the public in their respective pa Gen. Scott from Philadelphia.
mond Enquirer remarks, that every possible
pers. There is so much spice in one para respect had been paid to his remains.
The City Bells tolled yesterday nearly the
graph of the editorial article in the last Jefwan a determination to ‘ ^erson*an,
reference to this matter, that we whole of the day—guns Were fired—and per1111 n shall
k 11 have
I
. V,
'
t
it*.
•
(haps no funeral procession in this city has
-ute
beeZ"
cannot refrain from giving it publicity in our
ever been more extensive and solemn, than
rished.”
8
columns :—
the one which yesterday attended him to his
the citizens of porIs.
There is one circumstance in connection grave.
The corpse was carried to his own house,
i with this subject which we wish to have dis
1 the evening of the
tinctly understood, viz.— George Willis is an according to bis own request, and thence
- p ( æncy of adoptiv I sW Essex Junto, dyed-in-the-wool federalist, was conveyed to the new Burying Ground,
uní»
n 0a(.
i ___ <(as
..........
h as .i
____
•
dng tho
the Rail R
| rj. «
’t......
W1di i.belongs
well
the
cringing*
conlempt- where the remains now sleep near the ashes
•
)1ble
creature,
which
advised
Smith to cow- of his wife.
tsinouth, provided it
The Funeral Service was read by Bishop
<»n to the former p|acei'i ride us,) to the unprincipled coterie in this
¡City, [The Argus or F. O. J. Smith party,] Moore.
d those who were pre,
styling themselves the exclusive democracy,)
Mr. Clayton’s Trans-Alleganic Voyage.—
Jd that the contempt r hat have so often denounced us as traitors to
extended through Porn» he party and undeserving the confidence of We are sorry not to hear of the arrival of Mr.
he people. He is also une of the mean and Clayton on this side of the Allegames, from
Great Fa 1 ls~that aa su
j
sub- ?despicable
trio, who» were secretly sent on to his aerial voyage. It appears that he left Cinopened for 1500 shares i Washington by the bed-room caucus, to pro- cinnati on the 4th, according to his previous
n instalment of 75 Centj Hire by sheer deception, the removal ofNA- announcement, furnished with despatches
>aid on demand to def
Mitchell, Esq., an old and con- and newspapers for the East, with a fair wind
SP« nFcna-ar*.,
. 1 ' !‘stent democrat, from the Post Office in this and under favourable auspices. We howev
eys »nd esti- irity. Edward Smith too, (who, if we are not er hear nothing from him later than the fol
was chosen
carry ¡mo
i aiuch mistaken,
alsome
from
oldi Essex lowing from the Cincinnati Gazette, of July 6.
...............to
.. vaiij
uno Iinsiancu,
13 aisu is
num
01(1 the
HiSSeX
Mr. Clayton made his proposed balloon as
dutions adopted by
'Junto School of federalism,) we understand
He
mbscriptions collect th tias
a few weeks been whitewashed | cent on Saturday afternoon, July 4.
Qnrvpv n
.
over» aild COilie out a Naming patent democrat. succeeded in the handsomest manner. Alter
survey, correspond with
___________
ascending to a great height, and hoverjng a
I, Dover, Somersworth
Fike-—The cloth Factory of the Messrs, short time over the city, h6 took his course
and Boston in relation |Hale, at Haverhill, Mass, took fire on Satur- in an easterly direction, not quite so much
south as on his previous ascent. There was
•On Thursday evening, May morning last, while the workmen were
but little wind. The departure was a few
or the stock was opened 611 breakfast—the flames were extinguished minutes before six. At sundown the balloon
ials subscribed—on th (before the whole of the buildings were con- was still visible, a mere spec in the Eastern
horizon.
li books were opened at Pumnd.
Damage to buildings, machinery
Mr. Clayton was supplied for a long voy
i t and, says the Journal
stock estimated at 85000.—The estab- age, and it was his determination to remain
noon the entire capii«| 'Bishment is insured to the amount of $10,000 up as long as he found it practicable to do so.
A vast concourse of people witnessed the
Two Hundred ThousA‘e Worcester Mutual office.
ascent. It is estimated that from 3500 to
en taken. The anxiety
Effects of Tippling.—A gentleman who 4000 were within the enclosure. All depar
so gieat, that the Com- prisited Portland a few days since informs us, ted much gratified, no accident having occur
to increase the capital khat, while going there, about two miles this red to mar the general satisfaction.
P. S. We learn by passengers that came
> ars beyond what wm !Sjje of
cjty, a woinan was discovered
yesterday afternoon, in the Detroit, that the
3 meeti»g °f Tuesday king in the road —a portion of her face im- balloon passed Maysville, a little to the north
rs for the Stock are no- |fnersed in a pool of water which stood by the at half past eight o’clock, on Saturday eve
uth papers of Saturday ¡way-side. It was ascertained that she was ning.
that certificates entitling idrunk, perfectly helpless. She was removed
Progress in the value of Real Estate in the
bscribed must be claim*Ito a safer situation and an empty rum-bottle, vicinity of Boston.—In 1813, Dr. Shurtleft:

[Froth thé Morning (DoVêi, Ns H.) Star.]
[Fr'ó:m thè Bàlìiursi (U. Ò.) Courier.j
Horrid I—Line upon line. But few days
Extraordinary phenomenon.—We have rePROBATE NOTICES.
hâve elapsed Since we were shocked with the teeived a description, from a friend who has
tidings of the murder of Mrs. Wilson of Kit returned from seeing the effects of a most ex
a 2°dirt J Probate held at Limerick, wilhiii
tery, by the hand of him, who, at the bridât traordinary Phenomenon, which took place
and jor the County of York, on the first Mon
hl tar, solemnly pledged to protect her. Thus in the township of M’Nab, by some unac
day of July, in the year of our Lord eighteen
inhumanly was sacrificed, this amiable friend, countable effort of nature. The lettef is da
uJhr
by the Honourable
this affectionate mother, this meek and hum ted some Weeks ago, arid has only now reach
of said Court:
ble Christian.
Sacrificed ? Sacrificed to ed us. The cause of delay we do not know. rpIMOTHY WINN, named executor in a
What ? To the rum-selling professors thirst
certain instrument purporting to be the
There has been about eight acres of land
for gold ! It matters hot if the last hands suddenly removed from its pristine position !• last Jyill 'and testament of Daniel Winn, late
through which thé poison passed had not and thrown almost into a compact bodv into ! of Wells, m said county, yeoman, deceased:
professionally disgraced the Christian name, à large bay of the Madawaska river, most of i having presented the same for probate :
ORDERED—That the said executor givd
enough that Christians made and aided in the the trees standing in their natural’ position
circulation of the maddening liquid.
and now forming an island, the distance notice to a,U persons interested, by caus
But even this foul deed has not had the ef which it was removed being about half a ing a copy of this order to be published
fect to stay, for a moment, the demon in his mile» The breach or chasm from which it three Weeks successively in the Kennebunk
Course. We have just been informed that on Was thus violently removed, is about one hun Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
Thursday the 2d inst. a similar scene was re dred arid fifty feet deep, quite perpendicular, may appear at a Probate Court to be held
peated in the town of York but a little dis and represents asemicir'cle,—the shock was tvt K®nnebunk, in said county, on the first
tance from the spot of Mrs. Wilson’s murder. altogether local, but so powerful as to cause Monday of August next, at ten of thé
Mr. Pettigrove, a being in the shape of à man, the fish to be thrown out of the river, high clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
beat the head of his. wife with a bottle that upon the bank. It was not occasioned by they have, why the said instru ment should
had contained the “ hell fire and liquid dam the action of water, the soil being perfectly not be proved, approved and allowed as the
nation” so that she was not expected to live, dry, and no appearance of moisture of any last will and testament of the said deceased.
though it is now thought she will recover.
Attest, Wm. Cutler Allen. Register.
kind ; neither was there any earthquake. But
A true copy—Attest,
And does the church still foster in its bo on coming within twenty yards of the lower
Tuly 18
CUïTEa Allen, Register.
som, the makers and venders of this cursed extremity of the chasm, a strong sulphuric
poison
? .Is she still nursing this viper with |j flavour proceeded from it, but it is not so palher fostering care? O, thou indulgent yet | pable oh gening a few yards within the ■ At a Court of Probate held at Limerick, withiri
wounded Savior, we wonder at thy forbear- ) breach ; this has been remarked by several
andjor the County of York, on the first Mon
ance, we are astonished that thy wrath is not ■ people. Considerable damage was'done to
day in July zu the year of our Lord eighteen
poured upon us, while we are concealing thy timber that was lying ih the bay.
hundred and thirty-five, by the Hoh.YVM.A.
betrayer and affording refuge to the traitor, I
--------------- ------ "
/ HAYES, Judge of said Court:
that has so often torn open thy wounds, and
The Richmond Whig of Saturday last, j | ACOB BRADBURY, administrator of thd
caused them to bleed afresh ?
says :
!
estate of John Bradbury, late of LirnerHon. William T. Barry, late Post Master 1 ick, in Said county, yeoman, deceased, hav
But, O Christians, shall it any longer be
so? While some portions of the church have General, and Envoy to Spain, arrived in this ing presented his first account of administranobly washed their hands of this accursed city, yesterday, from the White Sulphur , tion of the estate of said deceased for allow
business, shall any associated body) who pro Springs, on bis return, it is understood, to ance : and also his private abcount against
fess to love our Lord Jesus Christ, longer de New York to embark for Spain. We regret the estate of said deceased for allowance :
j
lay following their example ? God will not to leahi that Major Barry’s health has not
ORDERED— That the said administrator
.
always forbear. If we Slumber, he will pour much improved by his visit to the Virginia give notice to all persons interested, by caus,
upon us his “ vials red with uncommon Springs.
| ing a copy of this order to be published thred
wrath.” We would that we had a voice
It is understood that Mr. Barry will reach i weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
]
louder than Sinai’s, a voice that could be this city in time to attend the Livingston Din zette, printed at Kennebunk, ih said county^
|
heard around the globe, and we would call ner on Thursday.—N. Y. Eve. Post.
that they may appear at a Probate Court to be
held at Alfred, in said county, on the first
The veteran He Wes, the last of the “ Tea Monday in September next, at ten of the clock
Party,” (says the Ahgusta Journal of the 22d 1 in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
inst.) left this town on Monday, on his return I have, why the said accounts should not be al
to New York. The citizens of Augusta invi lowed.
ted him to meet them at the Mansion House,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
A true topy—Attest,
where a collation was provided by Mr. Rog
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ers, on the evening of Friday. The old gen
tleman told a number of anecdotes of the rev ' July. 18.
olution, and of occurrences before the revolu
tion.
Numerous sentiments were offered)
and the evening was spent in great glee, en
livened by the fine music of the Augusta
[ Price reduced io 25 cents.]
Band. Mr. Hewes took leave of the compa
Which cures in less than one hour’s appli
ny a little after nine o’clock, after making
cation. See directions.
sbrne very appropriate and affecting faPewell rglHE character of this celebrated Ointremarks.
merit stands Unrivalled for being a safe)
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
HYMENEAL
disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of
pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar
MARRIED—In Saco, Mr; William Huntress,
of Orono, to Miss Eliza, daughter of Mr. Edward ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS)
S. Moulton, of S.— Mr. Josiah Langley, to Miss
which are so eminently useful for removing
Elizabeth Mitchell.
In Exeter, N. H. Mr. Samuel G. Smith of all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
South Berwick, to Miss Elizabeth Dow, daugh Afresh supply is just received, andfor saleby
ter of Jeremiah Dow, Esq. of E.
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
OBITUARY
WbMesateby W. C. MITCHELL, Portland,
and Hensbavv & Co. Delano & Whitney; Hastings,
DIED—In Saco, 14th, Mrs. Lucy, wife of MarSh & Co. W. C. Sliinpson, Low and Reed, J P;
Hall and ritbers, Druggists in Boston, and all orders to
Benj. Scammon, aged 46.
ment paid on or before which lay near her, was broken, when she bought a farm at Chelsea, containing about j
In this town, on Thursday last, David Smith, be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass.
uly 25.)
was left to recovef from her torpor and wend 220 acres of upland marsh, for $10,000. A i
Esq. late of Buxton, aged 46 years.—Funeral this
few years since he sold about five acres of it
THE SILK CULTURISTA
ril Road from Bangorlo^er Way homeward as best she might. Out* to rhe United States for $2,500. In 1831 he J
afternoon at 2 o’clock.
HE Executive Committee of the Hert
In Boxborough, Mass. 15th inst. of pulmonary
tapis. The survey «informant thinks it more than probable, if her
gave the refusal of his farm to a Company at i
ford County Silk Society, have com
consumption, Mr. Jonas Clark Fletcher, aged
1 it is believed that th«,,ea(i *iad protruded itself a very few inches $25,000, but the bargain was not then com-1
menced a monthly publication, called the
28 years, son of the late Rev. Nathaniel H.
pleted.
Within two months past the same '
Fletcher.—Mr. Fletcher’s illness was of sev Silk Culturist and Farmers Manual.
'ould not exceed $170ffurther into the pool, that she would have
have bought the same farm at $50,-;
eral months continuance, which he endured with
The object of the publication is to dissemi
ucksportf it is sa^,wll^eeW drowned. Such are the effects of rum- company
‘
000. The purchasers having divided the es
great patience and Christian resignation.
nate a thorough knowledge of the cultivation
le stock.
drinking—such the effects of rum-selling— tate into lots, have recently sold at public
In South Berwick, 8th inst. Mr. Stephen Jel- of the Mulberry tree, in all its varieties—Thé
lison, aged 59 years.
—- ------------- --yet those who are engaged in this busi- auction about 35 acres out of the 215. This
rearing of the silk Worms—the production
At sea, on board brig Charlotte, George Kil of Cocoons and the Reeling of Silk, in the
t the whole stock foiineMs pretend to be respectable members of part of it alone produced upwards of $75,000.
patrick,
a
native
of
Maine,
aged
19.
This extraordinary rise is mainly owing to
on to Salem, and from«oCiety !
In Cincinnati, iMrs. Harriet Beecher, wife of most, approved method. The importance of
the operations of steam upon the ancient fer- ' xs.r wwt
„
this knowledge Will appear from the fact that
«mouth, has been taken
---------------------------1
ry of Winnisimrnet ; and so long as Boston | that his first marriage, in Boston, was not the Rev. Dr. Beecher.
the nett profit of land devoted to the culture
>rt Herald of Tuesdiy Accident.—We learn that two men were
continues to grow as it has of late years, the I solemnized by a regular clergyman, because
Correction.—wks stated last week that The of Silk, is double, if not triple, to that derived
nt required for a Rail seriously injured while at work on the ledge, iadjacent land thus brought into close prox- he was a Universali'st. The Court overruled odore Wilson, the murderer) had died in the Al from any other crop which can be put upon
o Salem will be tab iiear the old Congregational Meeting-house imity with the city, must continue to rise in I the objection, and the fact of the two mar- fred Jail. It was commonly reported and be it. It is also a fact, that every moderate far
'
‘being
'
' 'he was found
.....
lieved so in his native town for several days, and mer can raise several hundred dollars worth
proved,
guilty.
d adds.'—“ The wholi
Kennebunk-port, on Thursday afternoon, value, and the whole territory of Winnisim- > liages
the circumstances of his death we derived from of Silk, without interfering with his ordinary
met must in the lapse of not many years, be
N. Y. American.
surveyed this summwi One of them, Milliken of Newfield, had his come as thickly peopled as the city itself.
individuals belonging to Kittery whom we con agricultural operations. But in order to avail
sidered good authority. It now appears that he
iained at the session oi | right hand so badly shattered as to render
Boston Daily Adv.
Mr. Poindexter has received an invitation is still living—and his wounds are much better. himself of this faculty to obtain competency
tembernext, there wilil amputation necessary—the other, Libby of
and wealth, which our soil and climate have
to a public dinner from the citizens of Lex
Portsmouth Journal.
given him, he must possess himself of infor
the commencement of Newfield also, was badly bruised, but not so
No less than five different documents, each ington, Kentucky, and be has accepted the
mation on the subject—for without it his at
ine by the middle oft severely as the former. Thcle men were en- in its day the last will and testament of John invitation.
SHIP NEWS.
tempts will be fruitless.
It is therefore the
s the question settled." £faged in blasting rocks—an ineffectual at- Randolph, have been produced»
object of the Committee to diffuse this infor
KENNEBUNK, JULY 25, 1835,
The amount of tolls received last week, on
------------ i tempt had been made to ignite a charge of
mation as extensively as possible, and at the
The Lexington (Kentucky) Gazette of the the Boston and Worcester Rail Road, was
e.— The July number powder which had been placed in a hole
ARRIVED.
cheapest rate. The publication will contain a
4th instant states that the cholera prevails 83373 39.
July 21—Schs. Ploughboy, Perkins, from Bos complete manual or directory from sowing
ieen received. It con- just drilled, and at the time the accident oc- through most of the western country.
ton ; 23—Moro, Emery, do.
the seed to reeling the Silk, together with
of interesting and use* «lirred, they were endeavoring to “ drill out
Hay is Selling at St. Johns, N. B. for Over
sailed.
such facts and experiments, as will enable
A Boston Company have purchased the fifty dollars a ton.
rnbellished with about the charge,”—a spark struck, which ignited
farmers to raise Silk and prepare it for mar
July 18—Sth. Osprey, Perkins. Boston.
engiavings. The lail
powder and produced the consequences Locks and Canals at Bellows Falls, N. H.
22— Grape, Perkins, do.; Mary, Webber, do. ket, without further knowledge or assistance;
and all the water privileges, for manufactu
The engine and cars on the Worcester
It will also contain interesting matter on agri
lume of this Magazine ,aboVe related.
' MEMORANDA.
ring purposes. Amount of the purchase, 60 railroad bad to stop a few days since, and re
Saco, July 14.—Ar. Schs. Messenger, Leav cultural subjects in general.
month. Those, there-------------------- -------to 70,000.
move a man who was lying dead drunk a- itt, Boston ; Friendship, Moore, do. ; 15th, sch.
Terms. The Culturist will be published
of patronizing a work
The publication of the “ Christian Intellicross the rails.
Lucy, White, Yarmouth ; 17th, schs. Congress, in monthly numbers of Eight Quarto Pages,
Death by Lightning.--¿-During a heavy
Perkins, Boston ; Sally, Davis, do. ; Ann, Gree at Fifty Cents a year. No subscriptions will
lims on the favor of the i rgencer,” at Gardiner, has been resumed, under
Spot on the Sun.—We learn from a friend, ley, do.; Eagle, Benson, Portsmouth: 20th, be received unless paid in advance, and for
rd their names and tb the editorial supervision of N. Cleaveland shower, accompanied with bail, which passed
over Rensselaer, Columbia, and a part of who is a careful observer of the heavenly schs. Ant, Gray, Boston ; Elizabeth, Leavitt, not less than a year.
i for the next year u
jFlewher, late of Thomaston.
Washington County, the 13th. a young man in bodies, that there is now a spot of unusual size do.; Charles, Morrill, Portsmouth; Superior,
Subscriptions received by F. G. Comstock,
Cambridge, about 19 years of age, while la on the sun’s disc. Its appearance during the Hayley, Dennis; Marcia, Smith, Boston ; Isa Secretary, Hartford, Corin., to whom also,
ffy^Mr. Touzard, from Boston, proposes boring in an open field near the tannery of
bella,
Stephenson,
do.
;
Packet,
Hartly,
do.
;
continuance of the present hot weather, will
isylvania, New Jeflty ; to make a Balloon ascension from Portland, Messrs. W. & J. Robertson, was struck with tend to shake the theory) that the solar spots Enterprise, Hill, do.—Sailed, July 14, sch. Bet communications may be addressed, which if
sey, Leavitt, Boston; 15th, sch. Increase, Phil- post paid; will be attended to.
a represent theproi* on the 12th of August, if a sufficient sum be lightning and killed instantly.
After the have an effect on the temperature of our at brook, Boston; 16th, sch. Arigerona, Jordan,
Hartford) April, 1835.
storm had passed, his lifeless body was found mosphere.—Boston Adv.
hose States, generally f subscribed to meet the expense.
Boston ; 17th, schs. Polly Ewer, Chase, Dennis ;
lying in the field, without any external marks
Norway, Emery, Boston; Messenger, Leavitt, PAPER HANGINGS & BORDERS,
heat crop surpasses all
of violence.
excellent assortment, this day received
The Calais Advertiser says that the stock do. ; Friendship, Moore, do.
Insult
to
an
American
Consul.
—
Our
corresand Indian corn promby
D. REMICH.
of the Calais Rail Road Company has advan
At Turks Island, 5th inst. ship Marion, Davis,
ipondent at Marseilles, under date of June 2d,
A lad, son of Mr. Billings, of N. Ipswich,
Kennebunk, June 5,1835.
gives the following account of what is deem- N. H. was accidentally shot dead by another ced 25 per cent, since the previous week. for Boston, loading.
Ar. at New York, 14th inst. brig Ponce, Gould,
The road will be probably commenced upon
CHIMNEY BOARD PAPERS, ■
in Alabama art ied' ■ed an outrage to the American Consul, Mr. boy on Monday last. A gun had been charg this fall or early next spring.
from Ponce, P, R. July 3d.
Groxall, by the authorities at that place :
VARIETY of patterns. , For sale by
At Havana, 5th, “brig George, Wise, Bos
ed by Mr. Billings, and left exposed to the
3 nomination of Col.
“ You will no doubt have heard ere this family—the boy, in play, took the gun in a
ton, 2.
D. REMICH.
ssident. The leading
The Calais Advertiser announces GeoRge^
reaches you, the treatment the American careless manner,and supposing it unloaded,
June 20.
Cid. at Boston, July 18, barque Diantha,
Consul has been subject to, on account of a snapped it at his unsuspecting companion, Evans of Gardiner as the man of its choice John H. Davis, Batavia, by S. Austin, Jr. and E.
in the State, says the
ellow corn for sale by
drunken servant woman, he put out of his who received the charge in his head, and di for Governor, and says it shall support him Austin.
ipport in that quarto!»
MILLER & HAtL.
At Aux Cayes,28th ult. a full rigged brig, of
if no other candidate is brought forward. A
house. He was imprisoned for some time, ed almost instantly.
July 16, 1835.
Kennebunk, lumber loaded, just ar.
better selection could not be made.
tried by the Court D’Assizes, and acquitted
angor Courier, that the
Cid. at New-Orleans, 3d, barque Nimrod, Durby the jury ; but the judges after the acquit
Portland Adv.
Balloon Mail.—A number of letters were
ell, Liverpool.
tors of the Penobscot
tal, together with the lawyers and doctors,
June 17, lat 47 33, long 66 46, was seen ship
HANDSOME assortment of Yellow^
for the plaintiff, formed what they called received in town yesterday from Cincinnati,
The merchants and traders of Calais talk
whose operations wew
Opaque and Russia Quills ; Steel Pens j
a civil cour, and condemned him to a fine which were forwarded on the 4th inst. by Mr. of erecting an Exchange. A ‘.site has been Neva, steering E.
led for a year, at least)
Clayton
’
s
Balloon,
and
mailed
in
the
land
English Writing Ink;
of2000 francs and the costs. According to
selected for its location.
of their Dam by th»
mail
at
Waverley,
Ohio,
on
the
8th.
From
American Black and Red do ;
STRAY OX.
•the opinion of many, this act was done from
TRAŸED from the pasture of Benjamin Ink-powders ; Crayons;
•a spite against the Consul, he being an Amer this fact it may be presumed that Mr. Clay
>cted its completer9’
A splendid bridge is about to be Construc
Harmon in Kennebunk, on Thursday Writing and Letter paper—a great variety—
ican, and from some observations made by ton landed somewhere near the last named ted over the Ohio at Louisville, the estima
it thirty saws wereie
by the quire or ream ;
16th inst« a red ox, five years old, white hind
the judge, or president, on account of the 25 place. His balloon was seen at 11 o’clock ted cost of which is 350,000 to $400,000.
on the evening of the 4th at Guyandotte, on
the 17th inst.
feet and a white star in his forehead. Any Writing and Letter paper—ruled to every
.million affair—which is likely, the Americans
the Ohio river, 155 miles easterly from Cin
pattern usually enquired for.
Ohio and Michigan again.—The commis person who will return said ox to the subscri
•not being on such good terms as formerly,
for Cumberland Coin»’
cinnati.—Boston Patriot of 17thinst.
D. REMICH.
«specially with the opposition. The Consul
sioners or plenipotentiaries of Ohio to Wash ber, who has the care of said pasture, oi give For sale by
, on the 5th of Augusb
June 29.
ington have returned. The President refu information so that he may be obtained, shall
lias written to Paris to appeal, and but little
We understand that Rev. Samuel Johnson ses to appoint commissioners to be associated be suitably rewarded by
lecting candidates for
doubt exists that he will there obtain redress.
INE CLAPBOARDS of first quality,
WÎLLIAM JACOBS.
Such a decision has never before been known, of Saco, has asked and received a dismission with them, but Consents to Ohio running the
for sale by
MILLER & HALL.
;rs.
Kennebunk, July 23,1835.
which gives the affair a more aggravated ap from his church for the purpose of devoting boundary line on her own authority, and an
July 16,1835.
his
time
as
Secretary
of
the
Maine
Congrega

nuls
all
the
prosecutions,
&c.
undertaken
by
pearance.”—A*. Y. Mer. Adv.
H.) Gazette lugged
tional Missionary Society,—-Zion’s Advocate. Michigan under her act of Feb. 12,1835.
STRAY HORSE.
Six months in a convent.,. •
ipriating ten or mor®
Candles better than sperm, made out of tal
AME into the inclosure of the subscriber,
FURTHER supply of the above just re
i to the growth of th»
We
learn
by
a
letter
from
Portsmouth,
N.
H.
low.—A Mr. Lecanu has discovered that by
The Augusta, Geo. Courier says, that pri
on Wednesday morning last, a white
ceived and for sale by D. REMICH.
exposing tallow to five or six times its weight that Rev. Luther Crawford has resigned the vate letters from the mountains of North Car
Horse, apparently about 13 years old. TheJune 27.
, view to the cuhorl
■of boiling ether or turpentine, it is completely Pastoral charge of the Baptist church in that olina, state that a younger member of a most owner of said Horse is requested to prove
dissolved, and on being then evaporated, de place. Mr. C. is to be Associate Secretary respectable family in that quarter, has been property, pay charges and take him away.
07”ALLETS, a great variety, for sale by
posits stearine, which is inodorous, and burns with Dr. Going, of the Baptist Home Mission arrested and committed for trial, on a charge
JAMES STEVENS.
V
í>* REMICH.
>n over the
Society,
and
is
to
reside
at
New
York.
—
ib.
lets
quickly
than
spermaceti.
—
London
pa.
of forging Pension Certificates.
Kennebunk) July 23, 1835»
isarily deferred UBl^
June 27
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POETRY
THE INVALID MOTHER TO HER CHILD.
It may be that thou wilt not weep,

My little pratling boy,
It may be that no cloud will shade
The light of childhood’s joy ;
For death has characters too strange
For infant glance too trace ;
The pale still brow !—the fallen lid !
The cold and bloodless face !

O

But when thy little dimpled cheek
So fondly presses mine,
There is a wild, a selfish hope,
’Twould grieve me to resign ;
That when forgotten, passed away,
A thing of riper years—
Thou in thy manhood’s strength may turn
Remembering me with tears.

There are who blame a mother s love,
Who chide her fond caress ;
But who will love thee as I love,
Or bless thee as I bless ?
There’s beauty in the love of youth—
The bridal’s hallowed glow :
But beautiful and pure and deep,
The love that passes show.

ABSENCE.
As slow our ship her foamy track
Against the wind was cleaving,
Her trembling pennant still looked back
To that dear isle ’twas leaving ;
So loth we part from all we love,
From all the links that bind us ;
So turn our hearts where’er we rove
To those we’ve left behind us.
Moore.
BEAUTY.
What is beauty ? ’tis a flower,
Transient as the passing shower,
As the dew-drop of the morn,
Glist’ning on the tender thorn,
’Tis the rainbow of the sky,
Deep in tints of fancied dye ;
’Tis the glow-worm’s fading light,
Quickly stealing from the sight.

Eand
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TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT
Effects of the Temperance Reform.—
The counties of Plymouth, Bristol, and
Barnstable, in Massachusetts, comprising
what is called the “ Old Colony,” and con
taining one hundred and twenty thousand
inhabitants, have granted no licenses for
the sale of ardent spirits for the last 3 years.
The prohibition has been rigidly enforced,
even in the large towns of New-Bedford,
Plymouth, &c.,—mark the consequence.
At the session of the Courts in those coun
ties, after a vacation of three, four, and seven
months, there were found but two indict
ments in the whole of them and these for
petty larcenies of small amount—not a sin
gle felony, breach ofthe peace,or any State
Prison offence in the whole of them ! Le
gislators of America ! would you choose to
punish crime or prevent it !—New Yorker.
What shall be said of the men, who in
the midst ofthe light, and in defiance of the
consciences,of the nineteenth Christian cen
tury, persist in the annual slaughter of 50,000 human bodies, the annual immolation
of 50,000 precious souls ? We pity the
drunkard 1 we tremble for the fearful doom
pronounced against him ; but let us take his
place, even in the dust of degradation in this
world, yea, let us take his place at the bar
of an offended God, rather than that of the
man, who rolls mayhap in splendor, or riots
amid all the luxuries this world can give,
but who derives his polluted gains from this
most cruel traffic ! Call not our language
harsh. We know that we must speak the
truth in love, and it is in love that we say
this is a murderous, a soul destroying traf
fic ; and no man is now necessarily igno
rant of its atrocity ; therefore no man who
pursues it, is exempt from the guilt of mur
der.— Temp. Rec.
Horrible effect of drunken anger.—K
laboring man named Michael Duffee, while
intoxicated on Friday evening, commenced
a quarrel with his wife, when sitting in the
room with him, holding an infant child in
her lap. He attempted to strike her three
times, but was prevented by a neighbor.
He then seized a pair of sheep shears, and
threw towards her, but instead of hitting her
with them, one point of the shears entered
the infant’s skull, and penetrated into the
brain an inch and a half, and the other
point wounded the unfortunate creature in
the forehead. Dr. C. T. Jackson was cal
led to the wounded child, and expressed an
opinion that it might live if inflammation
did not take place. Duffee was committed
to jail without any order for bail, and the
final action of the court postponed till Sat
urday next to see if the child survives. The
unhappy prisoner was very penitent, and
appeared to be extremely' afflicted with the
thought of what he had done in his drunken
rage.—Boston Post.

LORD CABOT.
FI1HIS beautiful and thorJL ough bred young Blood
Horse, is of an elegant dark
s Chesnut color, with a star,
black main, tail and legs, both hind feet par
tially white below the pastern joints. He
was 6 years old in June last; 15 hands high ;
with a great share of bone and muscle. His
Grandsire was the unrivalled horse American
Eclipse, that was sold the last season, at the
age of 20 years, for $10,000, and now stands
in Dinwiddie County, Virginia, for the use of
mares, at $100 the season. His Dam by the
celebrated Morgan Horse. She would trot
a mile in two minutes and forty five seconds,
and fifteen miles an hour, with ease ; and is
now valued high for a brood mare.
LORD CABOT
Will be at Mr. Gordon’s Stable in Saco, the
present Season, ready to wait upon visitors,
at the usual low price of Seven Dollars,
to insure a foal. All Mares disposed of with
in a year, will be charged as with foal.
HENRY RHODES, Groom.
Saco, March, 1835.
We the undersigned having known Lord
Cabot, from a colt, do without hesitation pro
nounce him a first rate, thorough bred horse,
and well deserving the patronage of the pub
lic.
Rufus Banks,

Stephen Littlefield,
Jere. Millikin.
April 4.

To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme Ju-1 NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE
SHERIFF’S SALE.
__ _____ _____
_____
dicial Court to be held at Alfred, within and oi HIS Vegetable Medicine stands w,/.
AKEN ...
in Execution
and to be sold
at
Public Vendue, at the dwelling-house
for the
of York, on the last Tuesday JL
jed for the following complaints v!
At a Court of Probate holden at Saco, within and of the subscriber,
........................
ci
, T
,
—Dyspepsia
—Dyspepsia
or or
Indigestion
Indigestion
; Diseased
; Diseased!^
in Alfred, on Monday, the
for the County of York, on the first Monday twenty-seventh day of July next, at three o’ irVUMBLY SHEW Samuel Langdon Bm0Us Disorders ; Jaundice ; Dropsy • M
Jin June, in the year of our Lord eighteen hun
JLJ. Whidden of Lancaster, in the County i ma . Costiveness ; Bilious Cholic ;foriv2'
dred and thirty five, by the Hon. WM. A. clock in the afternoon, all the right in equity of Coos and State of New Hampshire, Samu-1
tL. . ; N:
Pains in the Side, Stomach, and Breast
L
which
Moses
Abbot,
of
Waterborough,
has
HA YES, Judge of said Court :
el Whidden of Portsmouth, in the County of! ofAppetite ; Colds and Coughs ; Hoarsef
to
redeem
the
farm
on
which
he
now
lives,
N the petition of Dominicus Wentworth,
Rockingham and State of New Hampshire! Shortness
of Breath; Nervous
administrator of the estate oiNoah situated in the town of Waterborough. Said and Elizabeth his wife in her right, Aaron i SY:: t;zz“3
farm is under the incumbrance of a Mortgage
plaints, fyc.
Wentworth, late of Lebanon, in said county,
Smith of Hopkinton, in the County of Merri
This medicine is of a warming, cheerin,
deceased, representing that the personal es Deed to David Hall of Alfred, to secure the mack and State of New Hampshire and Eli
and invigorating nature : whereas, it is J
payment
of
two
hundred
and
ninety
dollars
tate of said deceased is not sufficient to pay,
za Ann his wife, in her right, and Joseph
the just debts which he owed at the time of and thirty two cents on demand with interest Gilman of Wells, in the said County of York, known many other cathartics have direcfi'
an opposite tendency; and it has a most po®
his death by the sum of three hundred dol annually. For a more particular description
that they are seized in fee simple and as ten erful influence, exceeded by no other ipJ
lars, and praying for a license to sell and of said farm 1 would refer to the Register of
ants in common, of and in a certain real es^ cine, in removing Nervous complaints. k
convey so much of the real estate of said de Deeds’ Office, where said Mortgage Deed
tate in Alfred and Sanford, in the County of pleasant to take, and in its operation soffiJ
ceased as may be necessary for the payment may be found recorded, dated December the
York, and is known as lot number 16, in the so, that it may be administered to the tetl|
seventeenth,
1831,
and
recorded
December
of said debts and incidental charges :
first division in the eastern range of lots as infant with safety.
19th,
1831,
Page
147,
Book
141.
Conditions
ORDERED—-That the petitioner give no
originally located in the town of Sanford, (of
CERTIFICATES.
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, at sale.
which Alfred formerly constituted a part,) and
Portsmouth, N. H. Aug. 19,18$ !
and to all persons interested in said estate, ISRAEL CHADBOURNE, Deputy Sheriff.
is
bounded
as
follows
:
—
On
the
north
east
Alfred, June 23, 1835.
Dr. Charles Holman,—About three yei!
by causing a copy of this order to be pub
by land of Isaac Currier, Jesse Kimball and
since, I was induced to try a bottle of
lished in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed
Noah
Shack
ford,
on
the
north
west
by
land
Timber
for §ale.
Nature’s Grand Restorative, for a complaint,
in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks
OR sale a lot of Land, situated of Thacher Jones, John and Alvab Conant the stomach, to which 1 had been subjt'
successively, that they may appear at a Pro
in Kennebunk-port, and and Jotham Getchell, on the south west by (probably occasioned by an obstruction
bate Court to be holden at Alfred, in said
land of John and Abraham Huston and on some of the unimportant organs.) I fon'J
bounded by lands of John Smith,
county, on the first Monday in September
Tobias Walker, John Tarbox, the south east by land of John and William great relief from the use of it, and eversine
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
Wormwood, Samuel Estes, William Russell,
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer John Greene, James Thompson, Jos. Water Nahum Day and James Perkins, containing have kept it in my house as a family med;
house
and
Samuel
Burnham,
containing
23
cine;—its beneficial effects have been expo
of said petition should not be granted.
acres, more or less.
Unless said land is sold in the whole two hundred and fifty acres.— enced by several members of my family, ft
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
at private sale, prior to Saturday, 5th of Sep The said petitioners are seized of one undivi spectfullv vour Ob’t. Sv’h
A true copy—Attest,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
tember next, it will be offered at public auc ded half part, with certain other persons to
WILLIAM WALKER,
them unknown ; that they cannot possess,
July 11.
tion, on that day, at my auction-room. All ne
I, the subscriber, of Portsmouth, N. H,(
occupy and improve their said part ta any j
cessary particulars will be given on applica
Al a Court of Probate held at Limerick, with
advantage, while the same lies in common !I hereby certify that my son was afflicted wi
tion to
A. WARREN.
and undivided as aforesaid, but wholly Jose I the scrofulous humor, for two years, and
in and for the County of York, on the first
Kennebunk, July 10, 1835.
Monday of July, m the year of our Lord
the profits thereof.—Wherefore they pray I have in the same time used many medic®
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon
that notice may be issued, in due form of ■ recommended for said complaint withthea?
NEW GOOHS.
dition of six bottles of Swain’s Panacea ail
ourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
ILLIAM LORD has just received an law and that their said part may be set off
all to no effect until I was induced tocalln
and
assigned
to
them
in
severalty.
—
And
your
Court:
assortment of New Goods, which are
Dr. Charles Holman, who recommended
petitioners
shall
ever
pray.
DWARD E. BOURNE, named Exec
offered for sale on the most reasonable terms.
Nature’s Grand Restorative and after
By DANIEL GOODENOW,
utor in a certain instrument purporting
Kennebunk, July 1; 1835.
one .bottle only my son was restored tope
THEIR attorney.
to be the last will and testament of Ebenezer
feet health. I therefore conceive it adult
ORN for sale by
Shackley, late of Kennebunk, in said county,
Copy, Attest,
owe to the public to recommend this mi
WILLIAM LORD.
trader, deceased, having presented the same
JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
cine for the above complaint and likewise!
July 3.
for probate :
costiveness and generallyf'asthe best faini
ORDERED—That the said executor
STATE OF MAINE.
medicine. Portsmouth, Aug. 1833,
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
York, ss.—At the Supreme Judicial Court, be
JOSIAH WEBSTER
ing a copy of this order to be published three
gun and held at Alfred, within and for the
This may certify that my wife hadbeent
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
County of York, on the last Tuesday of
April,lS^.
several years afflicted with a cough occasio?
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may I
ally, and had a seated hard one, for two,
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Ken
N the foregoing Petition the Court order
three months, so that she could not rest ilf
nebunk, in said county, on the first Monday of
that the petitioners notify all persons in
or night, she obtained some relief from med
August next, at ten of the clock in the fore
terested in the premises, by causing an at
cine prescribed by an able Physician, yetsi
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
tested copy of said Petition, and this order
was apparently rapidly going into a cons»
the said instrument should not be proved, ap
thereon, to be published three weeks succes
tion. While in this state I heard of Holoiai
proved and allowed as the last will and testa
sively, in the Kennebunk Gazette, a newspa
Nature’s Grand Restorative, purchased®
ment of the said deceased.
per printed at Kennebunk, she last publica
bottle ; she began to be relieved, within ad
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
tion to be thirty days at least before the terra
or two from taking this, and in two wed
A true copy—Attest,
of this Court to be holden at Alfred afore
her cough was entirely cured, and for set;
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
said, on the third Tuesday of October next,
months since she has enjoyed better heat
July 11.
that all such persons may then and there shew
than she has for a number of years befe
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
At a Court of Probate held at Limerick, with
with no return of her cough. Not onewb
said petition should not be granted.
in and for the County of York, on the first
bottle was used. Rochester, May 23,183
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
Monday in July, in the year of our Lord
GERSHOM HORN,
Copy. Attest,
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the
VEGETABLE POWDERS. »
JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
Honourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
THESE Powders are a most valrf
June 27.
of said Court:
composition for young or old, male orfe®
A CERTAIN CURE FOR ~THE
OHN BURNHAM, administrator of the
They are useful and safe for violent colds,!
estate of Abner Cousens, late of Kenne
vers, foul stomach, head-ache, jaundice,
ITW,
bunk, in said county, yeoman, deceased, hav
lOrOWEVER inveterate, in one hour’s in the stomach and bowels, dysentary, chi
ing presented his first account of administra
loss of appetite, cold hands and feet, pip
application, and no danger from tation ofthe heart, rheumatism, female«
tion of the estate of said deceased for allow
ance : and also his private account against
taking cold, by using
plaints, caused by colds, and all kinds oib
the estate of said deceased for allowance :
DUMFRIES’ OINTMENT.
mors.
ORDERED—That the said administrator
This preparation, for pleasantness, safety,
HOLMAN’S BONE OINTMENT.
give notice to all persons interested, by
expedition, ease and certainty, stands unri
HIS Ointment stands at the head oh
causing a copy of this order to be pub
remedies for the following diseasvalled for the cure of this troublesome com
lished three weeks successively, in the Ken
which human nature is heir to, viz.
plaint. It is sb rapid as well as certain in
nebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in
its operation, as to cure this disagreeable matism, both Chronic and inflammatory
said county, that they may appear at a Pro
Gout—Sprains—Bruises, and contracted i
bate Court to be held at Kennebunk, in said
disorder most effectually, in one hour’s ap
dons of long standing.
county, on the first Monday in August next, at
plication only !
It discusses all tumors*—renders stiffjoi:
ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
It does not contain the least particle of limber by producing a healthy muscutaj
cause, if any they have, why the said ac
mercury, or other dangerous ingredient, and tion.
counts should not be allowed.
may be applied with safety by pregnant fe It assuages pains in Boils and Abseses, Ni
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ing equals it in swelled and inflamed Bret
males, or to children at the breast.
A true copy,—Attest,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Price 37 1-2 cents a box, with ample di in females if applied in its early stage,p
vents suppuration or matter forming, a:
July 11.
rections.
gives in all cases immediate ease from pj
EIST OF EETTEBS
Certificates of this fact could be givenib
At a Court of Probate held at Limerick, within Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk
DUMFRIES' REMEDY FOR THE
cessary.
port, July 1, 1835.
and for the County of York, on the first
This remedy is offered to the public k
D. G. H. L.
Monday of July, in the. year of our Lord
ICHOLAS DOWNING, Miss Keziah
HE proprietor begs leave to recom the full assurance that it far excels theoj
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon
deldocs and liniments of the present dad
Grant, Miss Rhoda M. Gordon,—Amos
ourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of
mend ('which he does with the full
Huff,—Charles C. Little, Daniel Libby.
said Court:
est confidence) one of the most valuable the above diseases.—A trial is only Waif
to give it the decided preference to en
P. S. R.
ARY RUSSELL, named executrix in a
remedies known for this troublesome and
thing else. Many physicians of emira
Rev. John Perrin, Harriott G. Patterson,—
certain instrument purporting to be the
painful
complaint.
Without
going
into
de

have used this ointment and extol its mem
last will and testament of David Russell, Mrs.
late Rhoda Smith,—Rev. Samuel Robins.
tail, he deems it enough to say, he has in
of Waterborough, in said county, yeoman, de
OLIVER BOURN, P. M.
CERTIFICATE.
his possession the most undoubled testimo
ceased, having presented the same for pro
I the undersigned certify that my h'
nials that it has more completely answered ter aged 7 years was violently attacked
bate :
ORDERED—That the said executrix Remaining in the Post Office at North-Ber the purposes for which it is intended, than a pain in her knee, which caused the mast'
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
wick, Me. June 30, 1835.
to contract so as to draw the leg undeii
any other popular medicine.
ing a copy of this order to be published three
A. B. C. F. G.
This remedy is perfectly easy in its ap similar to a person kneeling—we became;
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
HARLES H. ALLEN, (Wells,} John plication, to all conditions, ages and sexes. tanned for her fate—were recommend^
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
Abbott, Jr.—Timothy Berdeen, Salome
try “ Holman’s Bone Ointment,” it wasi
Full directions, description of the complaint,
appear at a Probate Court to be held at
Brackett, Rufus Beedle,—Samuel Burbank, 3,
mediately procured and applied,—and tat
&c.
accompany
each
packet,
which
consists
Kennebunk, in said county, on the first Mon —James Clements, (Berwick.,} Betsey Chadastonishment, speedy relief was obtained,»
day of August next, at ten of the clock in bourne, 2d.,—Cashier G. Falls Bank,—Moses of two boxes, Ointment and Electuary.— in a very short time the muscles were»!
the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they Foye, (Berwick,) Oliver Furnald,—Roswell Price, $1 for the whole or 50 cents if but laxed that the limb became perfectly?
have, why the said instrument should not be Grant, (Berwick:,) Abigail Gray, Joseph Gil- one of the articles is wanted.
stored.—1829.
proved, approved and allowed as the last will patrick.
ROBERT GURNET
(Ly^None are genuine unless signed on
and testament of the said deceased.
H. J. K. M. N. O. P. S. T.
Portsmouth, N. H. 1831.
the
outside
printed
wrapper
by
theso/e
Pro

Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Oliver Hill, (Berwick,) 3, Peter Heard, J. R.
Vegetable Elixir, or Rheumatic Drop
A true copy—Attest, Hooper, (Berwick,) Catharine Hanson, (Ber prietor, T. Kidder, immediate successor THIS ELIXIR is useful in all cases
Wjn. Cutter Allen, Register.
wick,) Mary Heard, Oliver Hasty, Nancy Har to the late Dr. W. T. Conway. For sale,
pain if taken inwardly or applied«
July 11.
mons, Moses Hanson, (Berwick,)—Aaron at his Counting Room, over No. 99, Court ternally.
Junkins, J. G. Johnson,—Benjamin Knox, street, near Concert Hall, Boston, and also
In cases of common head-ache, bathei
At a Court of Probate held at Saco, with (Berwick,)-—Enos Morrell, Nathan Murray,
head and snuff it up the nose ; it will gem
in and for the County of York, on the first Betsey Morrell,—David Nayson, Moses No by his special appointment, by
ally relieve in a few minutes. Hold sow
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
Monday of June, in the year of our Lord blee, (Berwick) Moses Noble, (East Berwick,)
the mouth for the tooth-ache, then wet«
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon —Hannah Otis, (Berwick,) Frances P. Oditon-wool and put it on the tooth ;it will?
ourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said orne, (Berwick,)—Charles T. Perkins,—John
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
erally relieve in a short time.
Court :
Staples,—John Twombly.
40.
When the joints are swelled or pained r
JOHN LORD, Jr. named Executor in a
M. HUBBARD, P. M.
HE subscriber having contracted with Rheumatism, rubbing them with thisel’
certain instrument purporting to be the
the town of Kennebunk, to support the will relieve the pain and bring down:
last will and testament of Nathaniel Brock,
COFFEE
swelling. When a joint is strained, by balfc
poor of said town for one year, hereby gives
late of Lebanon, in said county, yeoman, de
notice that he has «nade suitable provision it with this Elixir the pain will be remoR
ceased, having presented the same for pro
OA BAGS COFFEE, just received and for for them at the Alms-House, and hereby the swelling taken down,, and the strenf
bate :
sa]e by tbe subscriber. WM. LORD.
forbids all persons harboring or trusting any restored.
ORDERED—That the said executor give
July 4. ofthe
_________________________
___my account,
People troubled with weakness and pa®
Paupers of said town on
notice to all persons interested, by causing a
or on account of the town, as I shall pay no their backs, may be cured by bathing®
copy of this order to be published three weeks
this Elixir two dr three times a day.
bill for their support.
successively, in the Kennebunk Gazette,
In cases of pain in the stomach or bow
JAMES WARREN.
printed at Kennebunk, that they may ap
by taking from half to a whole table spoon®
HE subscribers, having contracted with
Kennebunk, May 1, 1835.
ly.
pear at a Probate Court to be held at Ken
of by bathing the parts affected, the pain®
the town of Kennebunk-port, to sup
nebunk, in said county, on the first Monday
port the Poor of said town the present year, OY & SON’S celebrated Scythes—also soon be removed.
of August next, at ten of the clock in the fore
Snaths, Rakes, Rifles, &c. &c. for sale
Vegetable Bitters.
noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why hereby give notice that they have made the
by
WILLIAM LORD.
This preparation is calculated to cortf
the said instrument should not be proved, ap necessary provisions for their support. They
July 2.
the bile and. create an appetite,.fiy^storis
proved and allowed as the last will and tes therefore forbid all persons harboring or trust
the digestive powers ; and may be'jy^ly®
ing any of the paupers of said town, as they
tament of the said deceased.
both as a restorative and to prevent (iis*
are determined to pay no bill for their sup
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ROPOSALS will be received by the sub
A true copy,—Attest,
port.
JOHN HUTCHINS, 3d.,
(L/^The above medicines are' prepaP
scriber, until the first of September
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
FRANCIS BOSTON.
and for sale by CHARLES HOLMAN, f;
July 4.
next, for 1500 feet of Rocks, suitable to build
Kennebunk-port, April 21,1835.
hallow street, Portsmouth, N. H. where®!
an abutment for Kennebunk Bridge. Said
be found a general assortment of veg^
Rocks to be landed on the west side of the
TAKE NOTICE
medicines, and -also by the following
river, near the saw mill.
tiemen :—At Kennebunk, by Daniel Retnid
NATH
’
L
JEFFERDS.
HE subscriber having contracted with
HE subscriber, having contracted with
at Wells, by Joseph Wilsom;' -‘at Great W
Kennebunk, July 3,1835.
the town of Lyman, to support Mary
by Timothy Walcott, ( General Agent,
the overseers of the poor of the town
Cousens, for the year ensuing, hereby gives of Wells, to support all the paupers belong
phen Wingate and R. Bradford ; Dover,
notice
notice, that he has made suitable provision ing to said town, for the term of one year from
FOUND in my Stable a short time siffee, H. Wheeler and Asa A. Tufts; PortM
for her, and forbids all persons harboring or date hereof, and having made provision for
a Broadcloth Surtout, which I suppose David Griffith.
trusting her on his account, as he will pay no that purpose, hereby forbids all persons har. .
.
,
was ***
accidentally
left there
by insome
person,
All directions
signed
the hand
<
bill for her support.
boring or supporting ahy of said paupers on The owner can have it by paying for this ad- ting of the proprietor.
JOSHUA DAVIS, Jun.
his account.
’ JAMES HOBBS.
CHARLES HOLMAN.
vertisement.
ANDREW LUQUES.
Lyman, June 30,1835.
Wells, Dec. 16, 1834.
ly.
Kennebunk-port, July 3,1835.
January 1, 1835.
eowty
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